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ABSTRACT 

Among all ofthose products and services offered by Islamic banking, house financing 
has received a high demand from the customer which need a long commitment and 
giving a financial implication to the household. Thus, the aim ofthis study is to explore 
the development of Islamic house financing by looking at the current practice of 
Islamic house financing contract applied by the Islamic bank in Malaysia and to 
understand some of its practical issues such as pricing and ownership issues. This study 
is a qualitative research and the data was collected through a face-to-face interview 
with five informants who are among the expertise in Islamic house financing. The 
qualitative data was being analysed by using content analysis approach through 
Creswell analysis. The finding of this study found that, although there are variety of 
Islamic house financing contract available in the market, tawarruq or commodity 
nzurabahah has become the current practice of Islamic house financing contract in 
most of Islamic bank in Malaysia. The selection of contract was determined by the 
Shariah body in the respective bank and with the permission of Shariah Advisory 
Council and Bank Negara Malaysia and its was influence by the worldwide 
acceptance. The study also found that, the lnisconception and misunderstanding 
among the society regarding the pricing and ownership issues in Islamic house 
financing is because of the lack of knowledge and exposure about the practice of 
Islamic house financing. Thus, it is important to expose and educate the society about 
the real operation and concept applied in lslamic house financing. 

Keywords: Current practice of Islamic house financing contract, pricing issue, 
ownership issue 



ABSTRAK 

Antara semua produk dan perkhidmatan yang dirawarkan oleh perbankan Islam, 
pembiqaanperumahan telah menerimapermintaan yangpaling tinggi daripadapara 
pelanggan yang mana ia memerlukan komitmen jangka panjang dan memberikan 
implikasi kewangan kepada isi rumah. Maka, kajian ini adalah bertujuan untuk 
melihatpembangrrnan pembiayaanperumahan secara Islam dengan menjurus kepada 
penggunaan konrrak terkini di dalam pembiayaan rumah oleh perbankan Islam di 
Malaysia di samping memahami beberapa isu yang berkaitan dengan harga dan 
pemilikan rumah. Kajian ini merupakan sebuah kajian kualitatfyang mana data 
kualitatfdiperolehi melalui temuduga bersama lima orang informan yang mempunyai 
kemahiran dalam bidang berkaitan. Kzralitatfdata dianalisa menggunakan analisis 
kandungan melalui analisis Creswell. Dapatan kajian ini mendapati bahawa 
walaupun terdapal pelbagai jenis kontrak pembiayaan perumahan secara Islam di 
pasaran, kontrak rawarruq telah menjadi pilihan utama oleh kebanyakan bank-bank 
Islam di Malaysia buat masa ini Pemilihan kontrak ini ditentukan oleh Badan 
Penasihat Shariah di seriap bank-bank Islam dan mendapat kelulusan daripada Majlis 
Penasihat Shariah dan Bank Negara Malaysia. Di samping itu juga, ia turut 
dipengaruhi oleh penerimaan di peringkat antarabangsa. Kajian ini juga mendapati 
bahawa salah faham dan kzrrangrya pendedahan masyarakat tentang permasalahan 
harga dan pemilikan rumah adalah disebabkan oleh kurangnya pendedahan dan 
pengetahuan rentang aplikasi pembiyaan rumah itu sendiri. Maka, adalah penting 
untuk member; pendedahan dan mendidik masyarakat tentang operasi sebenar dan 
konsep yang digunapakai dalam pembiayaan rumah secara Islam. 

Kata Kunci: Amalan terkini kontrak pembiayaan perumahan Islam, permasalahan 
harga, permasalahan pemilikan rtrmah 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This research will study on the development of Islamic house financing by looking on 

the current practice of Islamic house financing contract and to explore the pricing and 

ownership issues that arise in Islamic house financing. Thus, this chapter will contain 

the background of the study, the operational definition of each variable, problem 

statement, research questions, research objectives and the significance of the study. In 

addition, the scope and limitation ofthe study and the organization of chapter also will 

be highlights in this chapter. 

1.2 Background of the study 

Traditionally, human being need food, house and clothing as the basic needs in life. 

However due to the development of society the basic needs in life was not only limited 

on the three main sources as mentioned earlier. Human being also need education, 

transportation and health care to complete their life. The rank of house was in between 

food and clothing shows that it is important to have a good house for the development 

of health, family expansion, privacy and happiness. Poor housing leads to the 

psychological stress which effects the development of children's well-being and the 

occupant's productivity (Amin, 2017). 

Investment in properties becomes popular among Malaysian because they 

believe that owning a property especially owning a house is one of the important 

financial goals and smart investment. However, it is difficult to purchase it in cash 



because of the price. Its need a long term financial commitment and ability to own a 

house. This can be seen via statistic from Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) in the figure 

1.1 and figure 1.2 shows the number of housing loan application and housing loan 

approval rate from 2013 to 201 8. According to BNM (2018), there are about RM133.0 

billion of house financing has been approved by the bank which giving an impact 

towards 350,000 borrowers for the year of 201 8. 

Figure 1.1: 

Housing Loan Application 
Sources: BNM Website, 2018 

Figure 1.1 shows the number of housing loan application according to house price 

fiom 2013 until 2018. 

Rate. % 

loo 1 

Figure 1.2: 

Housing Loan Approval Rate 
Sources: BNM Website, 2018 



Figure 1.2 shows at Q4 2018 the overall housing loan approval rate remains 

above 70% compare the average of 75.7% from 2013 until 201 7. There are about 61% 

of newly approve housing loan has been approving by the banks for the houses 

purchase price below RM500,000.00 (BNM, 2018). 

Before the establishment of Islamic banking in Malaysia, consumer rely on the 

conventional banking systems where interest-based financing and gharar (uncertainty) 

are the integral part of financing. The development of Islamic banking and finance in 

Malaysia started with establishment of the first Islamic financial institution known as 

Muslims Pilgrim Board or Tabung Haji in 1963 and the first full -fledge Islamic 

banking establish in 1983 with the launched of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad. Due to 

supportive and positive feedback by the regulator, BNM and society either Muslims 

or non-Muslims the expansion of Islamic banking in Malaysia expand with the 

introduction of interest free banking systems by the conventional bank through its 

Islamic banking windows. The banking and financial institution operates in dual 

banking system which are conventional and Islamic banking. Conventional banking 

operates based on interest-based finance while Islamic banking regulated based on the 

principle of Shariah and guided by Islamic economics. Islamic financial systems 

should be free from the elements of riba (usury), gharar (uncertainty), maisir 

(gambling) and any non halal activities. The prohibition of riba was mentioning in 

several verses in Al-Quran such as in Surah Al-Baqarah verse 275 where Allah s.w.t 

has command: 



"Those who consume interest cannot stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except 

as one stands who is being beaten by Satan into insanity. This is because the 

sav 'Trade is fizrst] like interest'. But Allah has permitted trade and has 

forbidden interest. So whoever received an admonition from his Lord and 

desists may have what is past, and his affair rests with Allah. But whoever 

returns to [dealing in interest or usury]-those are the companions of the Fire; 

they will abide eternally therein" 

Islamic banking and finance consist a system that derive from divine of law 

and wisdom aiming to preserve and promote the social order for Ummah, grandeur and 

glory (Ibrahim et al., 2017). Islamic finance was guidance by Shariah principle wished 

to achieve MaqasidShariah and referring to the two great scholars; Imam Abu Hamed 

al-Ghazali and Imam Abu Is'haq Al-Shatby, Maqasid consist of three categories. They 

are essentials (Daruriyyat), complementary requirements (Hajiyyat) and 

beautifications or embellishments (Tahsiniyyat). D a r u r i ~ a t  can be define in five basic 

elements for the survival of human being likes the maintenance of religion (Din), 

human life (Nafi), children (Nasl), wealth (Mal) and intellectual ( 'Aql) (Ahmad, 201 1). 

According to Yusof et al. (2015) in their research on Islamic house financing, having 



a house has become the necessity in order to protect those five basic element in 

Daruriyyat. 

Due to the high demand from the Muslims community for Shariah compliant 

products and the rising of Muslim global population has encouraged the Islamic 

financial institution to provide a variety of financing product that adhere to Shariah 

likes deposit products, consumer banking products, commercial and corporate banking 

products, treasury and others in order to fulfil the needs of Muslims community. House 

financing is one of the important line of business and it was a key sources of funding 

for the household. 

Shariah contract that been used in Islamic house financing can be divided by 

two types. They are debt financing and equity financing. The example of debt 

financing is bay bithaman ajil (deferred payment sale), commodity bay bithaman ajil, 

ijarah thumma bay'and istisna'. While equity financing consists of musharakah 

nzutanaqisah, mudharabah and musharakah (Shuib et al., 2013). 

Currently, there are various Islamic house financing products consist of 

different contract has been offered by the Islamic bank to the customers such as bay 

bithaman ajil, musharakah mutanaqisah, istisna: murabahah, *ah mausufah 

Jizimmah, ijarah muntahiah bitamlik and tawarruq. In Malaysia, there are sixteen 

Islamic banks with full-fledged local and foreign banks operates with variety name of 

Islamic house financing products using the above contract (Shahwan et al., 2013). The 

top three Isla~nic house financing contract in Malaysia are bay bithaman ajil (deferred 

payment sale), musharakah mutanaqisah (diminishing partnership) and tawarruq 

(direct instrument of debt creation) modes of financing (Jaaffar et al., 2017). 



Table 1.0 shows the number of Islamic bank with the types of contract offering 

in Islamic house financing as at September 2019. 

Table 1 .O: 
List of Islamic House Financing Contract offered by Islamic Bank in Malaysia 
Sources: BNM website, 2019 

No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Islamic Bank 

Aftin Islamic Bank Berhad 

Al-Rajhi 

Alliance Islamic Bank Berhad 

A~nbank Islamic Berhad 

MBSB Bank Berhad 

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad 

Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad 

CIMB Islamic Bank Berhad 

HSBC Aamanah Malaysia Berhad 

Hong Leong Islamic Bank Berhad 

Kuwait Finance House Berhad 

Maybank Islamic Berhad 

OCBC Al-Amin Bank Berhad 

Public Islamic Bank 

RHB Islamic Bank Berhad 

Standard Chartered Saadiq Berhad 

Type of contract 

Musharakah mutanqisah & 

tawarruq 

Tawarruq 

Bay bithaman ajil 

Tawarruq 

Tawarruq 

Tawarruq 

Tawarruq 

Ijarah muntahiyah bittamik 

Musharakah mutanaqisah 

Tawarruq 

Ijarah muntahiah bi-tamlik & 

ijarah mausufah fi-zimmah 

Tawarruq 

Ijarah muntahiah bi- tamlik & 

musharakah mutanaqisah 

Musharakah mutanaqisah 

Musharakah mutanaqisah 

Musyarakah mutanaqisah 



Bay bithaman ajil (BBA) is the first Islamic house financing contract offering 

by the Islamic bank. It is a type of financing that provided to the customer over a tenor 

of financing. It was based on the concept of murabaha (cost plus) where the sales price 

is added up with the profit. While musharakah mulanaqisah (MM) based on the 

concept of diminishing partnership which combines two basic Islamic elements where 

the customer enters the partnership (musharakah) under the concept of Shirkat al-milk 

(joint ownership) agreement with the bank and the bank will lease it to the customer 

under the concept of ijarah (leasing) (Aris et al., 201 2). According to Jaaffar el al. 

(201 7),  tawarruq is a cash-based instrument involve two stage; which are murabahah 

stage and asset liquidation stage. The murabahah stage started when the bank and 

customer enter the commodity mzrrabahah contract which governed by the murabahah 

rules where the customer will own the asset subject to the murabahah contract. While, 

the asset liquidation stage started when the customer can choose either to sell or 

liquidate the commodity directly in the market on his own or through an agency 

agreement via Islamic bank. 

1.3 Operational Definition 

13.1  The Definition of Development 

Development can be interpreting in various points of views. It has wide range of 

meaning depends on how the viewers elaborate the meaning of development. 

Abuiyada (201 8) opined that, development don't have any specific meaning and it can 

differ among people. It can be explained in various meaning and different contexts. 

Development was not specialised in one particular perspective. It can be in the social, 

political or economic. 



While Sumner et al. (2008) in their International Development Studies book, 

stated that the definition of development has been widely discuss and has bring some 

arguments among the school of thought. Development means a continuous changing 

in a variety aspects of human society. The dimension of development can be explained 

in various fields includingsocial, economic, political, legal and institutional structures, 

technology, environment, religion, arts and culture. 

1.3.2 The Current Practice of Islamic House Financing Contract 

1.3.2.1 Bay Bithaman Ajil 

Bay Bithaman Ajil (BBA) comes from three different words which bring different 

meanings: al-bay means as sale, thaman equals to price and ajil known as deferment. 

BBA can be defining as a sale with deferred payments (Rosly, 2005; Ismail, 2010). 

While Ramli el al. (2014) explain that BBA is a sale of commodity on deferred 

payment which also known as bay 'al-mtr 'ajjal or bay 'al-taqsit. It can be based on the 

basis of lump sum or instalment. 

1.3.2.2 Musharakah Mulanagisah 

Musharakah Mtltanaqisah (MM) or diminishing partnership is a contract of 

partnership. The word musharakah can be defined as a partnership while mutanaqisah 

means to diminish (Osmani et al., 201 0). The form of partnership involves two partners 

in which one partner has promised to gradually acquire the equity share of the other 

partner until the share of ownership was completely transferred to the first partner 

(BNM, 2007). Dusuki et al. (2014) in their Fundamentals of Islamic Banking book 



wrote that, there are three contracts involve in MM contract. They are rnusharakah 

(partnership), ijarah (leasing) and bay' (sale). 

1.3.2.3 Tawarruq 

Literally, tawarruq comes from the word of "masdar" the verb of tawarraqa which 

also can be used as tawarraqa al-haywan. Tawarraqa al-hayyan means the animal that 

ate the leaves. Basically the word of tawarruq comes from the word of wariq where it 

defines as dirham that made from minted or non-minted silver. Previously the early 

generations used tawarruq for the purpose to seek silver money (Muhammad et al., 

201 6). While in technically, tawarruq can be defined as a sale contract that consist sale 

and purchase contract. Its involve a sale of an asset from a seller to a buyer on a 

deferred payment. Then the buyer of the first sale will sell the same asset to a third 

party on a cash and spot basis (BNM, 2015). 

1.3.3 The definition of Pricing 

Price is the amount or value of money charged for services or products. It is a total 

value that human being will give up in obtain a product or service. The price will 

differentiate the value of each products and services and it will determine the people's 

choice (Dewan Bahasa & Pustaka, 201 7). The price will be determined with the mutual 

agreement between buyer and seller where it will represent the value of products or 

services. The price can be more, less or equal to the products' or services' value 

(Zuhayli, 2007). 



1.3.4 The Definition of Ownership 

Ownership is a bundle of rights and duties that allow the owner to use and enjoy the 

property (Allagoa, 2016). McCarty (2002) explained that, the traditional meaning of 

ownership shows the relation between a person and an object or thing while the modern 

view ownership as a bundle of rights. Laluddin et al. (2012) brief that, in Islamic legal 

term, ownership or al-milkiyyah is a relationship that exist between human being and 

the property where the owner has a full right to deal with the property unless there is 

a legal impediment preventing them from such dealing. While the jurists defined 

ownership as an exclusive right towards the property and they able to use or deal with 

it as long as it was permissible by the legal authority. 

1.4 Problem Statement 

Before the establishment of Islamic banking, Muslims had no choice to engage in 

conventional bank where Gharar and Riba was the integral part of financing. The 

establishment of Islamic bank in Malaysia in 1983 with the guidance of lslamic law 

has provided an alternative choice to the customer. Islamic banking industry has 

successfully developed where its continuingly support the diverse need of the economy 

year by year and as per today, there are 16 Islamic banks operates in Malaysia offering 

a variety of Islamic bank and financing products and services. According to BNM 

(2019), in their Financial Stability and Payment Systems Report 2018 shows that the 

Islamic finance grew positively in 2018 compare with year 2017. This is shows in 

Figure 1.3 below: 



Figure 1.3: 
Growth of Islamic Financing 
Sources: BNM Website, 2019 

Figure 1.3 shows that Islamic financial institution grew by 10.5% to RM668.7 

billion in 2018 compare with 9.4% in 2017 where the proportion of Islamic banking 

sector increase from 34.9% in 2017 to 36.6% in 2018. Islamic financing for household 

grew 11.5% where 5.9% comes from house financing. House financing has been one 

of the primary contribution of financing growth besides large corporate financing 

(BNM, 2019). 

Among all those Islamic banking products and services offered by Islamic bank 

in Malaysia, house financing product has received a high demand from the customer 

and it has been proof by the above statistic from BNM. In Malaysia, the first Islamic 

house financing contract applied in Islamic house financing product was BBA contract 

started in 1983. However, the implementation of BBA contract in Islamic house 

financing has received many issues especially related to the Shariah issues such as the 

existence of gharar in the case of uncompleted house and the price issue. The 

implementation of BBA contract in Islamic house financing is said to be as same as 

the conventional housing loan. Pressure from various parties has encourage the BNM 



to introduce a new mode of lslamic house financing contract which is more equitable 

and reflect the spirit of Shariah. Therefore, MM house financing contract has been 

introducing to overcome the issues that arise in BBA contract (Hanafi, 2014). 

The rapid change and innovation of Islamic banking has led to another financial 

innovation; tawarruq. The introduction of tawarruq contract in Islamic house 

financing provide a diversity in Islamic house financing contract and improved the 

demand and customer's confidence on Islamic bank. Islamic house financing based on 

tawarruq contract is said has given more financial menus to the customer (Amin et al., 

201 8). 

However, the controversy over lslamic house financing continues to 

overwhelm Islamic banking. According to Ahmed (201 4), Islamic bank are struggling 

to structure a product that have acceptable risk-return features from a business point 

of view and the easy option to achieve this is by replicate the conventional products 

using the legal or financing engineering techniques. This is also supported by Hanif 

et al. (2010), stated that in order to compete with the conventional bank, people have 

negative perceptions towards lslamic bank about their operations and products 

offering. While Wei et al. (2017), informed that the issues arise in Islamic house 

financing products among scholars and consumer is regarding the implementation of 

lslamic principle in the product offering. Besides that, the lack of faith in lslamic bank 

marketing programme create the confusing amoug the Muslims customer about 

choosing an lslamic house financing. 

The change of contract applied in lslamic house financing products raises the 

question mark among the society. They are questioning on the status of previous 

products offering by the Islamic bank whether it meets the Shariah requirement or not. 



The development o f  Islamic house financing contract should in line with the lslamic 

principles. The failure of lslamic banking to adhere with Shariah requirement has led 

to a negative perception to the lslamic banking industry. According to Ahmed (2014), 

the choice o f  modes of financing in Islamic financing contract are not well 

incorporated. I t  can be seen through the product development process. Islamic bank 

bas used various mode o f  financing to structure their products either in equity or debt 

financing. 

Another critical issues in Islamic house financing contract that applied in the 

house financing product is, whether its meet the objective o f  Maqasid Al-Shariah 

(Razak et al., 201 8). The questions arise i s  either the contract applied was meet the 

whole concept in Islam. Ahmed (2014) raised that, most o f  the Islamic financing 

products offering by the lslamic bank today will contains one dominant contract with 

multiple supporting contract. 

Besides that, another issue that surrounding the lslamic house financing is 

about the price. lslamic house financing price is said to be more expensive compare 

with the conventional housing loan. As a private business entity, one o f  the goal o f  

lslamic banking is to obtain a maximum profit in each oftheir business. Some people 

believe that conventional housing loan i s  cheaper compare with lslamic house 

financing. The practice of Islamic house financing is said to be the same as the 

conventional housing loan. The usage o f  Islamic base rate in determining the total 

profit was same as the base rate used by conventional loan. This is supported by Wei 

et al. (201 7),  stated that, the additional expense charge to the customer in Islamic house 

financing was higher and there is inequality in the pricing o f  housing loans by banks. 

This statement has made many people turned to the conventional housing loan instead 

o f  Islamic house financing. 



The controversy on Islamic house financing continue with the absence of real 

form ofjoint ownership in lslamic house financing contract. The Islamic bank is said 

to act as a trustee in the contract while the customer will become as the sole owner of 

the property. The concept is said to be non-shariah compliance because the absence 

of the profit and loss sharing concept in the contract (Muhammad el al., 2013). 

Thus, the purpose of this study is to fill those gap by explore the current 

practice of Islamic house financing contract applied in Islamic bank. Besides that, the 

researcher would like to investigate the controversy and rumours spread in Islamic 

house financing especially related to pricing and ownership issues. 

1.5 Research Questions 

Referring to the issues discussed above, the following research question has been 

developed as a guidance to this study: 

1. What is the current practice of Islamic house financing contract? 

. . 
11. What is the pricing issue in Islamic house financing? 

... 
111. What is the ownership issue in Islamic house financing? 

1.6 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research are: - 

I. To examine the current practice of Islamic house financing contract; 

. . 
11. To analyse the issue ofpricing in Islamic house financing; and 

... 
111. To investigate the ownership issue in Islamic house financing. 
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1.7 Signiticant of The Study 

This study is about the development of Islamic house financing focusing on the current 

practice of Islamic liouse financing contract and to explore the pricing and ownership 

issues. This study hopefully will give an advantage in term of literature to the others 

students and researchers since there are limited research regarding this field. This 

study might motivate them to explore more and deeper by conducting further research 

and enriching their knowledge about this topic by giving some ideas and reference for 

any of their future research. 

Other than that, this study is expected to generate several practical implications 

to the customer by providing a useful information and guidance on lslamic house 

financing. Through this study, hopefully the customers will gain a knowledge about 

the Islamic house financing contract offering by lslamic bank. As we know, buying a 

house need a long term commitment and the information gain from this study may help 

the customer to make a comparison and decision on the best product offering in the 

market instead of taking it because it's been introducing by the seller or banker. 

Besides that, the finding of this study is to explore the recent issues especially 

in pricing and ownership issues that arise in Islamic house financing. It is expected to 

provide a clear picture to the customers and the individuals involved in the industry 

regarding the pricing and ownership issues surrounding Islamic house financing. This 

may help the bankers to achieve their goals in Islamic economics by providing a 

competitive and attractive product that will gives justice, fair and balance to the 

society. It was a platform for them to protect the interest and benefit of all parties 

involved in the market and promotes the harmony and welfare in the society. 



Lastly, this study hopefully will give some ideas and references to the investors 

and regulators likes government body such as the BNM, Ministry of Finance, The 

Foreign Ministry and others relevant body to design a better policy especially related 

to Islamic house financing. Indirectly it can help to promote and attract new investors 

to invest in Islamic finance fields. lslamic finance is not only limited to the Muslims 

community but it's also open to the others community. In addition, this study might 

change the negative perception towards Islamic finance that not only protect the 

customers' welfare but also the profit of the funds provider. 

1.8 Scope and Limitations of the Study 

This study emphasizes on the development of lslamic house financing where the 

researcher would like to explore the current practice applied by lslamic bank in their 

lslamic house financing contract and pricing and ownership issues that surrounding 

the lslamic house financing. The researcher used a qualitative research method by 

doing a face-to-face interview and due to the time constraints this study was only 

involve four Islamic banks and one cooperative bank located in Kedah. 

1.9 Organization of the Thesis 

This study was designed to see the development of lslamic house financing focusing 

on the current practice applied by Islamic banking on their lslamic house financing 

contract and some practical issues likes pricing and ownership issues in Islamic house 

financing that face by the lslamic bank. There are five chapter to be discuss and the 

arrangement of the chapters are as below: 



Chapter 1 consist an overview of the research area started with the background 

of the study, definition of each variable and followed with the problem statement. 

Research questions and research objectives was developed based on the problem 

statement. The significant of the study and scope and limitation of the study was 

identified and chapter I ending with the organization of the remaining chapters. 

Chapter 2 discusses the literature review based on previous and current 

research from variety sources which are related to this study. 

Chapter 3 describes the methodology applied in the study that consist the 

observation, analysis and interview expert in the field of Islamic house financing. 

Chapter 4 will explain the findings and the details discussions regarding the 

data and information collected through the sources from chapter 3. 

The last chapter, chapter 5 will include the summary of the findings, limitation 

of the study, recommendation and ending with the conclusio~i from the researcher 

regarding the overall research. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Literature review can be described as a report of a full review of published and 

unpublished work that originates from the secondary data sources in the specific field 

of the researcher's particular interest. The secondary data can be collected from 

various sources such as books, journals, newspapers, magazines, conferences 

proceedings and others sources related to the researcher's interest (Sekaran, 2003). 

This chapter explaining the Islamic house financing contract, pricing and ownership 

issues that surrounding in Islamic house financing based on the relevant journals 

articles, document, books, annual report and others sources that related with the 

research. 

2.2 Conceptual Framework 

According to Adorn et a1 (201 S), conceptual framework was design by the researcher 

to provide a clear framework that reflects the thinking of the researcher for the whole 

research process. Besides explaining the relationship that exist between the main 

variable, conceptual framework also assists the researcher in identifying and 

constructing the phe~~omenon to be investigated. Hence, the researcher has construct 

the conceptual framework for this study as illustrated in figure 2.1 below. In this study, 

the researcher tends to understand the movement of co~~tracts applied in Islamic house 

financing and analysing the pricing and ownership issues surrounding the Islamic 

house financing by referring on the previous research, journals, documents and others 

resources. Then, its continue with the interview sessions conducted by the researcher 
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with the expert in Islamic bank fields to observe their opinion and knowledge on 

Islamic house financing, 

Current  practice of Islamic house 
financing contract: 

i. Bay bithaman ajil (BBA) 
ii. Musharakah Mutanaqisah 

(MM) 
iii. Tawarrrrq Development of Islamic 

House Financine 

Pricing issue I 
Ownership issue 

Figure 2.1 : Conceptual Framework 

2.3 The Overview of Islamic House Financing and Conventional Housing 

Loan 

Financial system can be explained as a set of rules and regulations that govern and 

control the flows of funds from surplus spending units to the deficit spending units. 

The surplus spending units and the deficit spending units normally comes from variety 

sectors such as household, business and government sectors (Rosly, 2005). Malaysia 

known as a country that adopt dual financial systems which are conventional and 

Islamic financial systems. The financing concept in Islam is differ with conventional 

financing. In conventional financing, interest rate has been use as a time value for 

borrowed money while in Islamic financing prohibits the financial activities that 

involve the elements of riba (usury), gharar (uncertainty) and maisir (speculation). 



Research conducted by Hanif et a1  (2010) that study on the different between 

conventional housing loan and Islamic house financing mentioned that conventional 

housing loan is an interest based financing with the fixed returns. The interest rate was 

charged based on the basis of demand and supply of the capital. In conventional 

housing loan sharing of risk and reward was not required since they do not own the 

underlying asset. Due to those concepts the conventional bank will not share any loss 

or damage on the property. They will continuously receive the instalment which 

includes the principle and interest amount although the house can't be use or needs 

some repair. While in Islamic house financing which govern by Islamic law (Shariah) 

differ from conventional housing loan from several aspects likes the rent of the 

property will be charged through the determination of demand and supply of the real 

assets. The Islamic finance will share the risk and rewards of each property as they act 

as the co-owner ofthe property. Its means that they will responsible with the owner if 

there is any damage occurred to the house including the depreciation or any 

appreciation involve. The Islamic bank also will not receive any payment during the 

repair period. 

At the same time Shuib et a1  (2013) explain that the relationship between 

conventional bank and their customer in loan is based on creditor and debtor where 

interest is the main sources of profit. While Islamic finance promote justice, fairness 

and transparency in their operation. Razak et al. (201 1) stress out that the different 

between conventional loan and Islamic financing is on their perception towards 

money. Conventional loan use interest as the time factors in borrowing money and its 

differ with Islamic financing where money can be used as medium of exchange and 

there is no intrinsic value in it. In conventional loan, money is treated as commodity 

where it is prohibited in Islamic finance. 



2.4 The Overview of Bay Bitliarnun Ajil (BBA) Contract 

Bay Bithaman Ajil (BBA) house financing contract also known as deferred instalment 

sale is the first Islamic house financing contract offeriug by Islamic bank in Malaysia 

and it's been widely used in Islamic bank in Malaysia (Amin et al., 201 8; Razak et al., 

201 1 ; Shahwan et al., 2013; Taib et al., 2008). BBA is a sell and buy back arrangement 

is a series of sales where the customer sells a house to the bank at cost and bank sell 

back to the customer at profit. BBA involves two parties which is the customer and 

the bank (Amin et al., 2018). 

BBA also defined as a transaction of sales with deferred payment. The different 

between BBA and conventional housing loan is the absence of interest where the buy 

and sale contract was allowed in the context of Shariah law (Wei et al., 201 7). The 

permissible of BBA comes when they meet the required conditions. Both parties who 

engage in BBA must be capable to enter into the contract which is mature and sane, 

there must have Ijab (offer) and Qabul (acceptance) and free from any prohibited 

factors (Ayub, 2007). 

According to Smolo (2010), the discussion on the permissibility of BBA has 

been done at Jeddah, Saudi Arabia during the sixth and seventh session of the Islamic 

Fiqh Academy. The scholars have agreed to allow the different prices for cash and 

instalment sales. This is because from their opinion, it is a necessity for the people and 

without allowing the people to engage with instalment sale, it will put them to hardship 

in performing their daily life activities. This is stated in the Qur'an in Surah al- 

Baqarah verse 185 where Allah s.w.t has command: 





Another criticism on the application of BBA in Islamic house financing is due 

to the concept that been applied in BBA itself. They have been used the concept of 

Bay 'Inah instead of buying and selling concept that has been accepted by the Islamic 

law (Razak et al., 201 1). 

According to Meera et al. (2005), BBA house financing was not much different 

with conventional house financing where they charge the profit rate according to the 

market interest rate. The bank was not acting as the sources of funds or financial 

provider hut as a seller who exclude them from engage with any risk or liabilities. The 

customer need to made a payment to the bank even though the house is still under 

co~~struction and its gives a financial burden to the customer. This is also supported by 

Rosly (2005) stated that BBA practiced is seen as not Shariah compliance since the 

bank doesn't take the risk of ownership and liability towards the properties. Thus 

features make it not acceptable to most of the international scholars. 

A research couducted by Meera et al. (2005) regarding the Islamic Home 

Financing through MM and BBA found that BBA concept has trigger a debates among 

the scholars related to their Shariah principle issues. The documentation of BBA has 

excluded itself from all liabilities because its indicated that the bank was act as a 

financier instead of a seller indirectly has ignored the Shariah principle of 'iwud 

(counter value) which consist of three elements of Ghorm bil Ghonm (no reward 

without risk), ikhtiar (value- addition or effort) and al-Kharaj bil Daman (any benefit 

must be accompanied with liability) which lead BBA to riba. This is because trade or 

01-Bay in Islam become lawful with the existence of 'iwad as it brings equity and 

justice in trade. The above statement is supported by Razak et al. (201 1) in their study. 



This is opposite with the philosophy of Islamic banking where they are lean on 

the just, fair and balanced society principle in Islamic economics. The prohibition of 

gharar, maisir, riba and etc should protect and gives fairness to the participant in the 

industry which fight for equity sharing, risk sharing and stake-taking. lslamic bank as 

a funds provider and the customer as the user of funds should cooperate each other in 

order to achieve the objective of Islamic bank (Dusuki et al., 2014). 

2.4.1 Modus Operandi of Buy Bithuman Ajil (BBA) House Financing 

To get a better understanding on the implementation of BBA in house financing, the 

modus operandi of BBA was explained as in figure 2.2 below: 

.I 

CUSTOMER 

2 

3 

Figure 2.2: Modus operandi of Bay' bithaman ajil house financing 
Sources: Muhammad et al. (2016) Islamic Financial System: Principles and 
Operations 

In BBA house financing, after the customer has identify and make a decision 

to buy a house with the developer, the customer will make an initial payment which 

also known as deposit payment as shown in stage 1. At this stage the customer has 

entered the sale and purchase agreement and become the beneficiary owner of the 
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house. Then, the customer will approach the bank to get a financing for the remaining 

balance by selling the house to the bank at aprice equivalent with the financingamount 

as shown in stage 2. At stage 3, the bank will purchase the house as per requested and 

directly paid the house developer. The bank sells the house to the customer at a selling 

price added with profit margin as happen in stage 4. In stage 5, the customer will make 

a payment to the bank in deferred payment for a certain period of time as per agreed 

(Muhammad et aL,2016). 

2.5 The Overview of Musharakah Mutanaqisah (MM) Contract 

Issues and debates on BBA has resulted an introduction of new alternative 

financing known as Diminishing Partnership or Musharakah Mutanaqisah. Meera et 

al. (2009) in their research argue that MM is one of better alternative for Islamic 

financing contract compared with BBA. The introduction of MM is mainly to 

overcome the main criticisms that arise towards BBA. 

MM or diminishing partnership also known as shared equity can be considered 

as a derivative of original musharakah and ijara modes of financing. MM involve of 

three portion relationship between customer and the bank. They are musharakah 

(partnership) which is done through Shirkat-al-aqd contract. For example, the 

customer and the bank buy a house with initial investment of 20% and 80%. Its 

followed by the implementation of ijara contract between the customer and the bank 

where the customer rents the house from the bank and pays the rental fee according to 

their percentage of shares. Lastly the customer will continue to buy the shares from 

the bank until they owned the house. At this points the customer's shares will increase 



and the bank shares will decrease until they can fully own the house. At this level its 

involve the sale contract (bay) (Smolo et al., 201 1 ; Meera et al., 2005). 

The permissible of MM contract stated in the Quran in Surah Al-Nisa'verse 12 

where Allah s.w.t has command: 

"And for you is halfof what your wives leave ifthey have no child. But ifthey 

have a child, for you is one fourth of what they leave, after any bequest they 

[may have] made or debt. Andfir the wives is one fourth ifyou leave no child. 

But ifyou leave a child, then fir them is an eight of what you leave, after any 

bequest you [may have] made or debt. And f a  man or women leaves neither 

ascendants nor descendants but has a brother or a sister, then for each one of 

them is a sixth. But ifthey are more than two, they shared a third, ajler any 

bequest which was made or debt, as long as there is no detriment [caused]. 

[This is] an ordinance from Allah, and Allah is Knowing and Forbearing" 



According to Aris et al. (201 21, the above verse is explaining about the rule of Islamic 

law in inheritance. But the Muslims jurist have regarded the text as containing about 

the general permissibility of any form of partnership 

The 56'h Malaysian Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) Meeting's that had been 

held on 6 February 2006 regarding the financing based on MM has resolve that the 

MM contract was permissible with two resolutions. The first one according to SAC, 

the usage of Musyarakah and ljavah contract in one document of agreement is 

permissible as long as both coutracts are concluded separately and clearly which is it's 

not mixed between each other. The second resolution is a pledge in MM maybe 

imposed if the pledge doci~ment involve only the customer's shares being pledged to 

the Islamic financial institution. This is because beneficial ownership in MM is 

recognised by the Shariah (BNM, 2010). 

According to Razak et al. (2018) citied in Nik Yusoff (2002) stated that the 

application of MM fulfils the legal maxim of equivalent counter value or known as 

'iwad in their transaction. This is because of the nature of MM itself. In MM contract, 

the bank and the customer are the partners of the property and indirectly both of them 

are responsible in any kind of risk including profit and loss. This is also supported by 

Taib et a1 (2008) mention that the features of MM have overcome some critics about 

BBA when the bank take an ownership and responsibility towards the house until the 

end of tenure and lastly the customer will take the possession of the house. Its shows 

that MM not causing hardship and harm to the customer. 

The acceptance of MM by international Shariah scholars was influencing by 

several factors. The first one is the value of the house under MM always reflect the 

market price and the rental rate was determined by the market rental values. Secondly, 



the Islamic bank will not be bound by a fixed profit rate along the financing tenor since 

the rental rate can be review as it reflects the current market positions and this is 

allowing the bank to monitor their liquidity risk. Other than that, in early redemption 

case under the MM concept the customer can own their house without the need to 

compute rebates while in the case of default where the house or property need to be 

auctioned, the bank who applied MM concept will make sure the house or property is 

sold at the highest price which can minimize the balance outstanding owed by the 

customer (Meera et al, 2009). 

Aris et al. (2012) conducted a study on Islamic house financing focusing on 

the comparison between BBA and MM claim that the bank was unable to make money 

with MM because MM doesn't charge interest of advance profits. Its makes MM less 

attractive among the practitioners or bankers' because it is purely based on rental 

payment. However according to theories of supply and demand in economics shows 

that whenever the price of products or services decreases the demand for those 

products or services will increase. The Islamic bank might face some loss by the 

implementation of MM compared with BBA but the initial increase in demand for MM 

can help the bank to face the loss. 

2.5.1 Modus Operandi of Musharakah Mutanaqisah ( M M )  House Financing 

The modus operandi of MM in house financing will be explain in details as in figure 

2.3 below: 



i 2 

CUSTOMER A 

I 5 

Figure 2.3: Modus operandi of Musharakah Mutanaqisah house financing 
Sources: Muhammad et al. (2016) Islamic Financial System: Principles and 
Operations 

In MM house financing, at stage 1 the customer who wants to buy the house 

will approach the seller or owner of the house to get the price quotation. Then, the 

customer will go to the Islamic bank to apply for a financing which happen in stage 2 

and both customer and the bank will enter into a MM agreement. They will jointly 

purchase the house based on a determined share as shown in stage 3 (for example as 

in figure 2.3 above, the customer pays 10% of the price and the bank will pay the 

remaining balance of 90% of the price). The share own by the Islamic bank will be 

leased to the customer based on ijarah as in stage 4. At stage 5, the customer need to 

pay the monthly instalment to the bank with an additional amount to gradually 

purchase the bank's ownership until the entire share of the bank is fully purchase by 

the customer. The partnership between bank and customer will be terminated at the 

end of the lease term and the customer will become the owner of the house completely 

as it happens in stage 6 (Muhammad et al., 2016; BNM, 2010). 



2.6 The Overview of Tawarruq Contract 

Tawarruq or commodity murabahah is one of the latest Islamic house financing 

contract offering by the Islamic banks (Amin et al., 2018; Razak et al., 2018). The 

introduction of tawarruq is said to be more transparent and less problematic compared 

with the previous Islamic house financing contract. Tawarruq is known as a series of 

sales involves three parties. They are the customer also known as mutawarriq or 

mustawriq, the bank as muwarriq and the third party likes the brokers. In tawarruq 

arrangement, the bank will sell a goods to the customer in credit basis and then the 

bank will sell it back to the third party in cash basis (Amin et al., 2018). 

Razak et al. (2018) inform that tawarruq which is also known as sale contract 

was preferable among the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. Tawarruq 

involve the transaction between buyer and seller where the buyer will buy an asset 

from a seller in deferred payment. Then the buyer will sell back the assets to the third 

party in cash with the price lesser than the deferred price. The introduction oftawarruq 

in Islamic finance and banking is mainly to overcome the issues that arise from the 

previous concept. 

Ahmed et al. (2012) stated that according to Shariah law, tawarruq can be 

considered as a contract to gain money. It is a process to obtain a liquidity by the 

customer where they will purchase an item from the bank on deferred instalment 

payments. The he will sell the item and used the money that he has gain according to 

his need and desire. 

The permissibility of tawarruq has been discuss during the 51'' SAC meeting 

that had been held 011 28 July 2005 has resolved that financing product based on 

tawarruq contract is permissible based on views by contemporary scholars who are 



referring on the views of Hanafi, Hanbali and Syajii schools and textual provision as 

in Surah Al-Baqarah verse 275: "Whereas Allah (SWT) has permitted sale and 

forbidden usury" ( B N M ,  2010). 

The application of tawarruq in Islamic financing is widely used in variety area 

such as in deposit products, house, auto and trade financing, asset and liability 

management as well as product for risk management. The existence of tawarruq house 

financing has become the latest fmancial innovation in Islamic finance industry. Amin 

et al. (2018) in their research on patronage factors of tawarruq house financing 

declared the performance of tawarruq house financing is much more depends on the 

customer's acceptance. 

2.6.1 Modus Operandi of Tawarruq House Financing 

Tawarruq has become as an alternative contract for house financing besides BBA and 

MM. The operation and modus operandi of tawarruq will he explained in figure 2.4 

below: 

HOUSE 
DEVELOPER u 

Figure 2.4: Modus operandi of tawarruq house financing 
Sources: Muhammad el al. (2016) Islamic Financial System: Principles and 
Operations 
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As shown in stage 1, after the customer has identified which house to buy, the customer 

will make an initial payment to the house developer for example 10% of house price. 

Then the customer will approach the bank to apply for house financing as stated in 

stage 2. After getting the approval from the bank, the bank will purchase a commodity 

from Broker A at bank's purchase price as in stage 3. The bank will sell the commodity 

to the customer at Bank's sale price and the customer are obligated to pay the bank on 

deferred payment as per agreed which happen in stage 4. The customer will sell the 

commodity to Broker B to obtain the cash by appointing the bank as an agent for that 

transaction at a price equivalent to the Bank's Purchase Price as in stage 5. Finally, at 

stage 6 the customer will pay the remaining balance of 90% to the house developer 

(Muhammad et al., 2016; Affin Islamic Bank website, 2019). 

2.7 Pricing issues in Islamic house financing 

There are some issues arise in BBA house financing especially on its pricing issue. 

BBA is said to set the interest rates as their benchmark in determine the pricing oftheir 

house financing. As a result, it will affect the price where it will be higher than 

conventional housing loan when the interest rates is low. This will give a negative 

perception among the consumer and makes them choose conventional loan instead of 

Islamic financing. However, the Islamic bank might face a loss when the interest rate 

is higher than the BBA profit rate because they are unable to increase their BBA profit 

rate due to the fixed selling price (Taib et al., 2008; Meera et al., 2005). 

Although BBA was popular among the countries like Malaysia, Indonesia and 

Brunei, the customer was unhappy with BBA contract since the contract consist of a 

higher financing balance compared with conventional banking systems especially 
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when it's come to the situation such as in early redemption or in the event of fault. It 

was kind of similar with co~iventional banking since they calculate the profit by 

tracking the rate of market interest rate (Meera et al., 2009). 

To support the above statement, several cases related to the default payment 

under BBA Islamic house financing facility has been discussed and its give numerous 

reactions. They are Affin Bank Berhad versus Zulkifli Abdullah, Bank Islam Malaysia 

Berhad versus Adnan Omar and Bank lslam Malaysia Berhad versus Shamsuddin bin 

Hail Ahmad. The impact from the cases shows that the borrower under the 

conventional house loan is much better compare with Islamic house financing. Its 

shows that whenever the default payment happened under BBA facility the customer 

will be more burdensome (Ramli et al., 2014). 

It same goes with MM house financing contract where Base Financing Rate 

which determine by Bank NegaraMalaysia is set as the benchmark on determining the 

leasing rental rate. According to Muhammad el al. (201 6 )  mentioned that the usage of 

Base Financing Rate will lead to the uncertainty (gharar) in the rental price. This is 

also supported by Amin et al. (2014) in their research on Willingness to Be a Partner 

in Musharakah Mufanaqisah Home Financing mentioned that the rental rate of MM 

led to the pricing issues because the rental rate was different from one area to another. 

The discrimination of price happens when the rental rate in rural area is lower than the 

urban area. Its results the different prices of house in rural and urban area. Meera et al. 

(2005) also agreed that the location of house of property will influence the price in 

MM since the rental rate based will be based on the market rental value. 



2.8 Ownership issues in Islamic house financing 

According to Razak et al. (2018) citied in Dusuki (2008) and Mohammed (2005) the 

ownership issues in BBA arise when the bank doesn't take ownership of the house 

before selling it to the customer because it is a continuous sale as the bank didn't take 

any liability and risk in owning the house. The feature of BBA is said to he same as 

Bai' Inah (sale and buyback). lsmail(2010) mentioned that Bai' Inah is knowing as a 

loan or advance payment where the bank will sell an asset to the customer at the price 

consist with profit on deferred term. Then the bank will purchase the asset back from 

the customer on a cash basis with the amount equivalent with the financing amount. 

The above statement also supported by Amin et al. (2014) in their research on 

consumer acceptance in Islamic house financing informed that the contemporary BBA 

is equal to Bai' Inah as they don't take the actual ownership to a property transacted. 

Muhamad et al. (2013) during the International Conference on Social Science 

Research with the title an Evaluation On Musharakah Mutanaqisah Based House 

Financing by Islamic Banks in Malaysia pointed that there are several issues arise in 

MM has led to the ownership issues. The first one was regarding the legal title of the 

house or property. The concept ofjoint ownership in Musharakah is said to not exist 

from the beginning of the contract because ofthe legal title was lies with the customer 

from the beginning of the contract while the bank just acts as the trustee. Secondly the 

true concept of profit and loss sharing in Musharakah was not reflect in the contract 

in the case of developer failed to complete the construction of the house or property. 

The customer need to pay back to the bank according to the amount the bank has 

disbursed on the house or property. 



2.9 Conclusion 

This chapter consist of a reviews on previous literature from various researcher relating 

to this study has been explored and covered. Its help the researcher to have a better 

understanding about the topic and the issues arise in the implementation of Islamic 

house financing. The researcher continues with the methodology used in collecting 

data for this study which will be explain in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The goal of this study was to see the current practice of Islamic banking on Islamic 

house financing contract. Besides that, the researcher was trying to identify the pricing 

and ownership issues that involve along with the practice of Islamic house financing. 

In order to meet those objective, this chapter will explain the procedures and research 

methods involve in this study. The qualitative approach has heen taken by the 

researcher in order to gather the qualitative data. The methodology applied in this is 

important to determine the reliability and the accuracy of the findings. This chapter 

contains the research design, sample selection, data collections, pilot test, data analysis 

used in this study and ending with the conclusion. 

3.2 Research Design 

The objective of this study is to the see the developmei~t of fslarnic house financing in 

term ofthe contracts applied by Islamic bank and the pricing and ownership issues that 

raised in the practice of Islamic house financing. The researcher has chosen an 

exploratory research approach to collect the qualitative data which was done through 

interviews. According to Sekaran et al. (201 6), exploratory research questions was 

developing when not much known about the particular situations or phenomena and 

limited guidance available from the previous research. The exploratory research 

normally relies on qualitative methods to gather the data. The qualitative methods can 

be gain in several ways either via informal discussion, interviews, focus group or case 

study. 
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3.2.1 Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research is about developing explanations of social phenomena by 

focusirlg on how peoples or groups of people react or view on certain issues or 

phenomena (Hancock et al., 2009). While according to Sekaran et al. (2016) 

qualitative research is in a form of words that comes from variety sources such as 

individuals, group of people, company records, government publication and others. 

The qualitative data can he captured via interviewing notes, transcripts, answers from 

open-ended questions, video recording and others. 

In this study, the researcher has chosen the qualitative research method due to 

the uncertain factors that need to be confirm regarding the topic. Its requires people's 

knowledge, understanding, views, experience and skills from the expertise in Islamic 

banking industry. The researcher believes that the qualitative data collect from the 

expertise in the industry is important and can be reliable in determined the current 

practice of Islamic banking on Islamic house financing contract besides the issues that 

arise in pricing and ownership of lslarnic house financing. 

Due to the above justifications, in-depth interviews which contains 

unstructured and structured interviews has been applied as the primary sources of data 

collection used in this study followed by content analysis to analysed the qualitative 

data. The selection of In-depth interviews is because, the researcher would like to 

explore the informant's own perceptions and opinion regarding the topics. Thus, table 

3.1 below shows the research methodology used by the researcher in analysing the 

data. 



No. Research Question Data Collection Method Analysis 

Primary Data: In-Depth 
What is the current Interviews 
practice of Islamic 

I house financing 
contract? Secondary Data: Literature 

Review 

Content 
Analysis 

Primary Data: In-Depth 
What is the pricing Interviews 
issues in Islamic house Content 

L 
financing from bank Analysis 
perspective? Secondary Data: Literature 

Review 

Primary Data: In-Depth 
What is the ownership lnte,.,,iews 
issues in Islamic house 
financing from bank 
perspective? Secondary Data: Literature 

Review 

Content 
Analysis 

Table 3.1 
Research methodology table 

3.3 Population and Sample Selection 

Sampling is known as the selecting process of the right individuals, objects, or events 

as a representative for the entire population (Sekaran et a6,2016). The selection of 

suitable sampling is important in qualitative research as its effects the findings and 

outcomes of the study. In qualitative research there are several number of sampling 

procedure which are convenience sampling, purposive sampling, snowball sampling 

and theoretical sampling (Lopez et 01,201 3). 

The researcher tends to use one of the types under the purposive sampling 

which is judgment sampling as the sampling technique in this study. Lopez et al. 

(2013) mentioned that in purposive sampling technique the participants were recruited 

based on the pre-selected criteria which is relevant to the research questions. While 
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Sekaran et a1 (2016) in his Research Methods for Business book informed that 

purposive sampling is a types of sampling used by the researcher to obtain a desired 

information from a specific types of people 

Due to time constraint and limited number of informants, the researcher has 

chosen judgement sampling technique for this study. The purpose of choosing the 

judgement sampling technique is because, it is important to choose the best-fitted 

informants for the interview. The researcher has chosen the informants who are in the 

best position, possess high level of knowledge and expertise in the required fields that 

can provide an input required in this study. With judgment sampling technique has 

enable the researcher to get an access to the targeted informants. 

In order to support and complete the data collection process, the researcher has 

successfi~lly interviewed five informants. They were selected on the basis of their 

credibility, experience and knowledge in the required fields. The first interview was 

done on 17th October 2019 (Thursday) at Hong Leong Bank Berhad, Sultan Abdul 

Hamid Business Complex Phase two. Ms Jasmine Loi Siew Tin is a Mortgage 

Specialist and Personal Financial Services executive with experience six years' 

experience in housing financing. 

Second informant was Mr Nashul Khan. He is an Assistant Branch Manager in 

Sales and Marketing at Malayan Banking Berhad with forty years' experience in 

banking sector. The interview session was done at Maybank Alor Setar, Kedah branch 

on 171h October 2019 (Thursday) and its takes about one hour. He has a lot of 

experience in sales and marketing department. The interview session has given many 

inputs regarding the application of Islamic financing in dual operation banking 

systems. 



Next informant was Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad Branch Manager, Mr 

Zainoordin bin Ahmad with thirty-four years of experience in banking industry. The 

interview was done on 18Ih October2019 (Friday) located at Bank Muamalat Malaysia 

Berhad, Alor Setar, Kedah. His experience and expertise in full fledge Islamic bank 

has given a lot of benefit information to the researcher. 

Mr Ahmad Rashdan bin Mhd Nasir, a Branch Business Manager at Bank Islam 

Malaysia Berhad has agreed to be interviewed on 18" October 2019 (Friday). He 

works at Bank Islsun Persiaran Sultan Abdul Hamid branch with more than fifteen 

years' experience in Islamic banking field. 

The fifth informant was Mr. Norshafirul bin Abdul Razak, an executive at Bank 

Rakyat Guru11 branch. The interview was done on 251h October 2019 (Friday). He has 

an experience in financing department for more than ten years. 

Due to time constraints, the researcher was able to access four Islamic bank 

and one cooperative bank out of sixtee11 Islamic bank available in the market. Besides 

that, the sample size has achieved the saturation point. According to Patton et al. 

(2002), in order to identify on the sample size in qualitative research, the researcher 

need to keep interviewing people until there is no new data come out in the analysis. 

The five informants come from a various Islamic banking which is well known 

in Malaysia. Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad and Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad were 

choose because they are known as the first and second Islamic bank established in 

Malaysia. While according to Moody's Investors Service in their Malaysia's banks 

perfor~nance report in 2017 shows that, Malayan Banking Berhad was in the first place 

in Malaysia's banks ranking who shows a solid performance among the six first rank 

banks in Malaysia. It is followed by Hong Leong Bank Berhad in the fifth place (The 



Star Online, 2018). Malayan Banking Berhad and Hong Leong Bank Berhad were 

choosing based on their excellent performance. Bank Rakyat was choosing because 

of their well performance as the cooperative bank in Malaysia. The financing range is 

from retail and corporate banking segments, mortgage, hire purchase and business 

financing to cooperatives. In 2017 financial results, Bank Rakyat has declared a 

dividend of sixteen percent for financial year ended 31St December 2017 compared 

with fifteen percent in 201 6 (The Star Online, 2018). 

3.4 Data Collection Method 

The sources of data can be obtained either through primary sources or secondary 

sources. The primary data consist of an information that will gain through interview, 

administered questionnaires or observation. While the secondary data sources come 

from several sources such as books, annual report of companies, economic indicators 

and others (Sekaran, 2003). The researcher has used primary data sources in this study 

which was obtained via in-depth interviews. The face-to-face interviews were 

conducted with the informants who were the expertise in the area of the research study. 

Besides that, the researcher also referring on the secondary data sources such as books 

and journal articles to support the finding. 

3.4.1 In-depth Interview 

According to Boyce et al. (2006), in-depth interview is a qualitative research technique 

that involve a small number of respondents. The interview was conduct to explore their 

perspective on a certain idea, program or situation. In-depth interview being used by 



the researcher to obtain a detail information from the potential informants in order to 

get a complete picture about the situations. 

This study used the semi- structured in-depth interview which include the 

structured and unstructured interviews. The questions prepared by the researcher based 

on the objective of the research initially to obtain information needed. The researcher 

has prepared a same set of questions to be answered by all interviewees but at the same 

time additional questions might be asked duriug the interview session to clarify and to 

get better explanation and understanding on the issues arise during the session. 

3.4.1.1 The Development of Interview Protocol 

The guideline in interview also known as interview protocol is important in providing 

a direction to the researcher to conduct the data gathering process and data analysis 

(Hunter, 201 1). The interview protocol will help the researcher to ensure the questions 

prepared were align with the research questions in order to get the comprehensive, 

accuracy and reliability of findings. 

The interview protocol was developed in English and Bahasa Malaysia as all 

the informants can speak and understand both of the language very well. The interview 

protocol has been reviewed aud validated by the researcher's supervisor, Dr Noriza 

binti Abd Aziz. She is a senior lecturer of Islamic Business School at Universiti Utara 

Malaysia. The content of interview questions was carefully designed by referring to 

the past literature reviews, reading materials and discussion with the supervisor. The 

interview questions were important to ensure the questions asked to the informants 

were in line with the research questions and suitable for this study. 



3.4.1.1.1 Theme: The Current Practice of Islamic House Financing Contract 

The researcher wants to explore the current practice of Islamic house financing 

contract. To answer the first research objective, the researcher has developed the 

interview questions as per below. 

1. Can you tell me the background of Islamic house financing at your 

bank? 

2. Can you please elaborate the current practice of Islamic house 

financing contract at your bank? Please clarify the terms. 

3. What is the factors or elements that influence your bank to choose and 

apply those types of contract? 

4. As an Islamic bank, the activities must be compliance with Shariah or 

Islamic law. What is the Shariah issues facing by your bank regarding 

the Isla~nic house financing? 

3.4.1.1.2 Theme: Pricing Issue in Islamic House Financing 

Issue that arise in Islamic house financing might give either a positive or negative 

impact towards the development of the industry itself. The researcher would like to 

discover the pricing issue that surrounding Islamic house financing. The below 

questions were developed in order to get an answer for the second research objective 

of this study: 



1. What is the different between Islamic house financing and conventional 

housing loan in term of pricing? 

2. Does any other charge for early settlement case? Did your hank apply 

the concept of Ibra' (rebate) for the early settlement? 

3. From customers' perspective, Islamic house financing was expensive 

compared with conventional housing loan. Did you agree with that 

statement? 

3.4.1.1.3 Theme: Ownership Issue in Islamic House Financing 

The researcher also would like to explore the ownership issue that arise in Islamic 

house financing. As the result, the interview questions was constructed as below to get 

an answer on the third research objective of this study. 

1. As we know Islamic finance always promotes justice, fairness and 

transparency in their operations. From your opinion does the features 

of the contracts fulfil all the above criteria in term of ownership? 

2. How do the ownership processes happen in Islamic house financing 

contract? 



3.5 Expert Reviews 

Interview questions were reviewed aid validated by two academicians who are expelt 

in Islamic banking and finance area. They are the researcher's supervisor, Dr. Noriza 

binti Abd Aziz and Dr. Hydzulkifli bin Haji Hashim. Both of them are the senior 

lecturers from Islamic Business School. This was to ensure the questions prepared 

were understandable and reach the objective of the study. 111 the beginning, the 

researcher has developed twenty-one questions but after the reviewed and validation 

done by the experts, the researcher needs to do some correction and the number of 

questions has been reduced to thirteen questions. 

3.6 Pilot Test 

Pilot test or pre-test was implemented after the development of interview questions. 

The pilot test was done mainly to identify whether the informants were capable to 

understand each of the questions before the interview session. Hurst et al. (2015) 

explained that pretesting was one of the chances for the researcher to make a revision 

on their study materials. The purpose of doing the pilot test is to ensure the questions 

prepared were understandable and the informants were comfortable with the questions 

given. 

A pilot test has been done with one of the informant by giving out the set of 

interview questions before the interview appointment was done. The questions given 

was understandable and the informants can answer the questions accordiig to the 

researcher's needs during the real interview sessions was done. 



3.7 Getting Access 

Before the actual fieldwork started, the researcher need to get access with the 

informants to do face-to-face interview. The researcher has approached the informants 

by walk in to the selected Islamic bank and trying to set an appointment with the 

relevant officers. During the visit, the researcher also brings the official letter from 

Islamic Business School, Universiti Utara Malaysia as the student confirmation letter. 

The researcher manages to set an appointment date with the two informants 

immediately but the others three informants will give a feedback later. The researcher 

makes a follow up by using phone calls, texts massage and emails to obtain the 

approval and agreement for interview from the rest of informants. Finally, the actual 

fieldwork can be started afier getting approval from the informants. 

3.8 Actual Fieldwork 

The actual fieldwork started after the researcher get permission from the informants to 

meet and ready for the interview. The interview was done by the researcher for the 

purpose of collecting data. The researcher has use various communication channel to 

get an access to the informants. 

3.8.1 The interview Stages 

There are three stages involves in the interview process which are started with entry, 

during the interview and ending with exit. In entry level, the researcher greets the 

informant and thankful the informant for their kindness to spend their time and accept 

the interview appointment. The opening statement was done to create a warm and 



comfortable enviromnent for both parties. The researcher started with introduce herself 

and explained on the purpose of the interview. Later, the researcher briefing on the 

confidentiality, rules and regulations and the flow of the interview to the informant. 

The researcher also asks a permission from the informant to record the interview 

session. After getting the mutual understanding between the researcher and iufor~nant, 

the interview proceeds to the next level. 

After the researcher observed the readiness of the informant, the interview 

session started with the listed questions that has been prepared by the researcher 

before. At this point, it was important for the researcher to listen carefiilly to gather 

the required information. It was a challenging part for the researcher to listen, 

understand and wrote the answer. The researcher needs to determined and arrange the 

answer given by the informant. At this point the researcher will have started to ask 

unlisted questions to follow-up the answer given in order to get further explanation 

from the informant. 

At the final stage of the interview, the researcher concluded the interview 

session and thank the informant for the time spending, commitment and cooperation 

given to complete the session. An appreciation gift was hand out to the informant 

before leaving the session. 

3.9 Data Analysis 

In qualitative research, there are three important steps that involve in data analysis; 

data reduction or also known as data condensation, data display and the drawing of 

conclusions. Each of those steps contains different function. Data reduction involve 

the process of selecting, coding and categorized the data. While data display shows the 
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way of researcher's presenting the data and from the data display it will help the 

researcher to draw the conclusion based on the patterns in the reduced set of data 

(Sekaran et a1.,2016). For this study, the researcher has chosen Creswell research 

design which involve five major steps in analysing the data (Creswell, 2009). It will 

be elaborate as below: 

i. Reading the Transcripts 

The first step in data analysis is to organize and prepare the data for analysis 

which involves transcribing interviews and reading the transcripts. After 

finished with all interview with all of five informants, the researcher started to 

write the interview transcript. The researcher need to listen on the same 

recording audio for several times to avoid the loss and misinterpretation data. 

For the case where the researcher was not allowed to record the interview 

session, the researcher referring on the notes written during the session and add 

with supportive information likes product disclosure given by the infonnants 

and the researcher typed it by using Microsofl Word. After finish with 

transcribing, the researcher read again to get a clear picture about the ideas and 

data. 

ii. Read and Label the Code 

At this step, detailed analysis was done with a coding process. According to 

Sekaran et al. (2016) coding is one of analytical process that happen via 

reducing, rearranging and integrating the data received in order to from a 

theory. Coding will help the researcher to write a comprehensive conclusion 

about the data. The researcher read the transcript and label it according to the 

sentence or word LhaL relcvanl to the research objectives by using hand code. 



i. Label Categories 

After identify the code, the researcher organizes the coding units by separate it 

according to their categories by giving a name and group it according to their 

categories 

iv. Decide the Theme 

In qualitative research, theme being used as attribute, descriptor, element and 

concept which it helps in organizing a group of repeating ideas. Theme is 

important in helping the researcher to answer a study questions (Vaismoradi et 

al., 2016). In this study, the researcher examined the code and organized it into 

a theme that will bring the researcher into the research objective. The theme 

will act as the major finding and it is important in guidance the researcher write 

the findings. 

v. Drawing Conclusion 

The final process in qualitative analysis is by drawing a conclusion. It is a stage 

for the researcher to express, answer and elaborate the research questions. It 

can be done by determining what identified themes stands for, by thinking 

about explanations for observed patterns and relationships, or by making 

contrasts and comparison (Sekaran et a1.,2016). 



3.10 Trustworthiness 

The trustworthiness in qualitative research always being questions by positivists 

researchers. It's because of their concept of validity and the reliability of qualitative 

data cannot be addressed in the same way of ilaturalistic work. There are four main 

criteria need by the qualitative researcher to obtain a trustworthiness. They are 

credibility (in preference to internal validity), transferability (in preference to external 

validitylgeneralisability), dependability (in preference to reliability) and 

confirmability (in preference to objectivity) (Shenton, 2004). 

The main criteria questions by other researchers is the credibility of qualitative 

data which involve the internal validity of data. Credibility of qualitative data is 

important to ensure the study was measured or tests according to what is actually 

intended. While, transferability of qualitative data is about the external validity. Its 

concerned on how far the findings of one study can be applied in other situations or 

populations due to the small number of respondents. In the other hand, the 

dependability of qualitative data is about the result that will obtained by the other 

researchers on the same topics. Its' been questioning if the same research was done by 

using the same research methods, in the same context, with the same respondents does 

the same result will be obtained. Thus, the researchers need to report their study in 

details so if there is another research regarding the same topic, it was not a necessary 

to obtain the same results. The concept of confirmability is regarding the objectivity 

ofthe qualitative research. It is important to confirm the finding of qualitative research 

comes from the idea, knowledge and experience of the respondents instead of the 

researcher's preferences. 



3.11 Conclusion 

This chapter consist of the research ~nethodology used by the researcher in this study. 

The researcher used in-depth interview to obtain the qualitative data aud the interview 

session were conducted among the expertise in lslamic banking industry. In analysing 

the data, the researcher has used content analysis through Creswell research design 

and the results and findings from the qualitative data obtained will be discussed further 

in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter will discuss in details about the data analysis and findings obtained by 

the researcher through the interview with informants. This chapter will begin with the 

background of the informants followed by the findings and discussion of this study. 

4.2 sackground of the Informants 

Informants 
Experience 

Code Gender Institution Position 
(Years) 

Name 

Mortgage 
P 1 

Hong Leong 
Female Specialist Personal 

Islamic Bank 
6 

Financial Service 

P2 Male 
Maybank Assistant Branch 

Islamic Bank Manager 
40 

Bank Muamalat 
P3 Male Malaysia Branch Manager 34 

Berhad 

Bank Islam 
P4 Male 

Branch Business 
Malaysia 

Manager 
15 

Berhad 

Bank Keriasama 

P5 Male 
~ a k & t  Financing 

Malaysia Executive 
~ e r h a d  

Table 4.1 

Backgrortnd of tlre informants 



4.3 Finding and Discussion 

The findings obtain from this study are mainly to answer the research questions based 

on the data collected from the informants. The analysis can be divided into three 

themes; the first theme will focus on the informant's opinion about the current 

practices of Islamic banking in their Islamic house financing contract. Then, followed 

by the next theme to analyse the pricing issue that arise in Islamic house financing. 

Lastly, the third theme will investigate the ownership issue in Islamic house financing 

from the informant's point of view. 

4.3.1 Current  Practice of Islamic House Financing contract 

The rapid growth of domestic Islamic finance and banking system has contributed to 

the expansion and development of the Islamic banking industry. The comprehensive 

of Islamic financial systems has led to the evolution of the contracts applied in the 

products and services offered by the Islamic banks. Its' involve all range of products 

and services likes saving and current accounts, products for investmenf financing of 

property, financing of capital and so on. 

The researcher has interviewed five informants from the different Islamic bank 

with a different position to collect the data to see the current practice of Islamic house 

financing contract applied at the informants' bank. According to informants PI ,  P2 

and P4, they are adopting Commodip Murabahah (TawarruqJ contract in their Islamic 

house financing product. While P3 informed that they are using tawarruq contract but 

with additional concept of Wakalah and W'ad Mulizim. It same goes to P5, the 

tawarruq contract applied in Islamic house financing was based on Wa'd from the 



customer. Below are the answers given by informants in reference to the current 

practice of Islamic house financing contract: 

"We are using Murabahah via Tmvarruq arrangement". (PI) 

"We started with bay' bithaman ajil but its'no longerpractice. Then we move 

to musharakah mutanaqisah and the latest one is Commodity murabahah or 

tawarruq". (P2) 

"Right now we are using the concept of tawarruq contract and employs a 

hybrid of others Shariah contracts likes murabahah, wakalah and wa'd 

mulizim for house financing which it can finance the completed or under 

coizstruction house", (P3) 

"The Shariah concept that we are using now is tawarruq which means the 

purchase of commodity on deferredpayment basis". (P4) 

"Currently, Bank Rabat use tawarruq and based on wa'd (promise) from the 

customer". (P5) 

All of the informants agreed that the contract of tawarruq has been used as the 

latest Isla~nic house financing contract applied in their Isla~nic house financing 

product. According to Dabu (2009), Saudi Arabia has become the first domestic 

Isla~nic bank that explore the application of tawarruq and then followed by the others 

banks; especially from the branches and Islamic windows in commercial banks. In 

October 2000, tawarruq contract was introduced in Saudi British Banks and in the late 

of 2002, tawarrziq contract was implemented by Al-Jazeera Bank. 

The popularity of tawarruq has expand to the others countries such as at the 

Middle Eastern countries (GCC countries) and Malaysia. This has been proved by the 



feedback given by the informants above shows that the acceptance and the 

implementation of tawawuq contract has been widely used in Malaysia. 

The usage of tawarruq contract in Islamic house financing product is purposely 

to obtain a liquidity or to gain a cash. The cash obtain will be used to financing the 

customer's financial need. This is supported from the answers given by the informants 

PI, P3, P4 and P5 below: 

"Its' referring to the purchasing an asset at deferredprice and selling it to the 

thirdparty to obtain a cash". (PI)  

"The customer then will appoint the bankas an agent to sell the commodity to 

the thirdparty to obtain a cash. The cash will be used as provision offinancing 

for customer". (P3) 

"The customer will also appoint the bank as the Sale Agent where the bank 

need to sell the commodity to a commoditypurchaser at costprice to obtain a 

cash for custonzers 'financing used". (P4) 

"The customer will appoint the bank as an agent will sell the commodity to 

thirdparty to obtain cash". (P5) 

I'his finding is consistent with Ahinad et al. (2017) which is, for house 

financing activities under the tawarruq contract, the Islamic bank was responsible in 

providing liquidity according to the customer's need. The Islamic bank will provide 

financing through the mode of commodity trading and the customer was responsible 

to pay back the bank via instalment or deferment. 

In line with Malaysia goals to become a one ofthe Islamic finance and banking 

hub in the Asia region, it is important to make sure the contract applied was acceptable 



not only from the local market but acceptable worldwide. This is supported by the 

answers given by informants P2 and P4. They stressed that: 

"The evolution ofMaybank Islamic in line with the movement of theirproducts 

as well. Especially when we want to go abroad to foreign level. The evolution 

ofproduct also must meet the international requirement". (P2) 

"In determine the contract of the product offered, main factor that take under 

the consideration is the contract that accepted worldwide which means that the 

contract not just accept in Malaysia but also in other counhy ". (P4) 

The permissibility of tawarruq contract is important before it can be 

implemented by the Islamic bank. All of the informants agreed that, each of financing 

products or services offered by the Islamic bank must adhere with Shariah principles. 

It was the determination factors that influence the bank to choose the contract to be 

applied and it will be validate and verify by Shariah body or council in their bank. To 

support the above statement, below are the informants answers in reference of the 

factors or elements that influence the Islamic bank to choose those types of contract: 

"The types of contract were decided by the Board and management department 

at the headquarter and being advise by HLISB, Shariah Commiffee. I believe 

that the contract choose must meet the rules of shariah principle andfulfil all 

requirement set up by BankNegara Malaysia". (PI) 

"Before we introduce any products to the market, our Shariah council will 

study and make sure that the product that we offered must meet the shariah 

principles andfulfil the BankNegara Malaysia requirement. Maybank Islamic 

was not only limited in local countty, but we also expand our business abroad. 



The contract that we applied must be the best practice and meet the Muamalat 

standard". (P2) 

"Every product that we ofered to the customer will be evaluate by the Shariah 

board at our headquarters and it mustfirlfil the Shariah Principle and Bank 

Negara requirement. With Tawarruq contract we can see that it's more 

convenient and transparent" (P3) 

',At Bank Islam we also have the Shariah board who will make sure the 

products or services that we want to offer must meet the Shariah compliant and 

fuljil the Bank Negara 's requirement". (P4) 

"We have Shariah Advisory Council at the headquarters. The choose of 

contract will determined by them and of course it must meet the rules and 

requirement stated by Bank Negara Malaysia. I think the process and 

procedure are same for all Islamic bonk". (P5) 

The justification about the permissibility of financing products based on the 

concept of tawarruq in Malaysia has been discuss during the 5 1'' Shariah Advisory 

Council (SAC) meeting dated on 28 July 2005 where they have resolved that the 

permissibility of tawarruq were based on several rulings. The first one, as stated in 

verse 275 in Surah Al-Baqwah, where Allah s.w.t has command; 

"...whereas Allah haspermined trading and forbidden riba ... " 

Referring to the above verse, the scholars view that, the application tawarruq 

is permissible because it was one type of trading activity. It may be used for the 

purpose of obtaining cash, with either the intention was known by all parties involve 



or not and it may be also conducted because of the pressing need or as a common 

practice of certain parties or institutions (BNM, 2010). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that, based on the findings, all informants are 

aware on the current practice of Islamic house financing contract offering by their 

bank. But, what is the main factors or elements that influence the selection of contract 

in the house financing product is not in their knowing. This is because the discussion 

and selection of contract was done at the headquarter without the involvement of 

branches. Other than that, the knowledge on Shariah principle among the staffs are 

low and maybe some of them don't have any exposure in lslarnic law. This is based 

on the questions that the researcher asked the informants about their knowledge on 

Shariah issues in Islamic house financing. The informants' responds were as below: 

"I don't know" (PI) 

"No, as all new product introduce by our bank will be approved by Shariah 

council" (P2) 

"No" (P3) 

"New appointed stafthat  may have lack of knowledge that leads to non- 

Shariah compliance" (P4) 

"No" (P5) 

The above situation happens because, all informants rely on their board of 

directors and Shariah body in their organisation where they believe that any new 

prodncts offering to the market must adhere with the Shariah principle and follow the 

rules set by BNM. 



To have a sufficient knowledge regarding the facility and services that being 

offered to the customer is important for the lslamic bank officers. A clear and good 

explanation will avoid misunderstanding and misconception among the customer 

towards the Islamic house financing. As stated in Dusuki el al. (201 1) book, having a 

better understanding on the work flows and the operations will benefit them in 

explaining the products details to the potential customer. 

4.3.2 Pricing Issue in Islamic House Financing 

From the first introduction of Islamic banking in Malaysia, Islamic hank has offering 

a variety of products and services to fulfil the need and demand from the society. The 

acceptances of Islamic products and services was not only limited to the Muslims 

society but its' also attract the interest from the non-Muslims. The growth and 

evolution of Islamic products and services has received many positive support and 

constructive criticism either from the public or from the other people in the industry 

itself. The continuing support and feedback either it is a positive or negative has 

encouraged the lslamic banking participants to offer a comprehensive and quality 

products and services that will protect the welfare and justice of the customer. Among 

all products and services offer in Islamic banking, retail financing product is observed 

to give a big impact to the society because its related to their needs such as personal 

financing, car financing and house financing. If we compare the products and services 

offered under the retail financing, we can see that house financing is the most 

influential because its normally needs a long term commitment from the customer. 

Because of that, there is an issues arise related to the price in Islamic house financing. 



It was said to be more expensive compared with conventional housing loan. Therefore, 

the researcher was trying to analyse the pricing issue in Islamic house financing. 

Normally, there are two types of commitments involve in house financing. The 

first one is related to the commitment in making the monthly instaiment payment and 

another one is the long tenure of financing commitment. The issue that normally 

haunting the Islamic house financing is about the misconception among the society on 

the price of Islamic house financing. The controversy is about the house financing in 

Islamic Bank was expensive compared with their competitors; conventional bank. 

Based on the interviews, all of the informants was disagree with that statement. The 

informants voiced: 

"No. As mention earlier, the customer won'i be charge more than the ceiling 

rate under Islamicfinance compare with conventional loan the base rate can 

fluctuate" (PI). 

"I 'm not agree at all" (P2). 

"I'm not agree because in Islamicfinance, the customer won't be charge more 

than the ceiling rate like I have inform before. As an Islamic bank we will 

always give the best to our customer. We will not burden the customer. We 

don't have any hidden cost unlike conventional loan" (P3). 

"No, I 'm not agree" (P4). 

"No, I don't think so" (P5). 

The argument on Islamic house financing price arise due to the implementation 

of Islamic base rate (IBR) as the benchmark in determining the profit where it doesn't 

have any different with the conventional banking. The Base lending rate (BLR) was 



being used in conventional bank while in Islamic banks they are using the Base 

Financing Rate (BFR). The benchmark of BLR and BFR was determined by BNM 

through the Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) and the value of BFR was different among 

Islamic bank. The BLR is the common interest rate used by conventional banks in 

determining the profit and the rate can be fluctuating from time to time. For example, 

iftbe government change their financial policy, the interest rate will move accordingly. 

The study investigates by Ahmad et al. (2009) revealed that, the issue that arise 

in long term financing in Islamic banking is regarding the implementation of IBR in 

their calculation. The Base Rate (BR) was using in conventional banking to determine 

the interest rate on the loan given. The society arguing the concept of IBR because 

there are no different between Islamic bank and the conventional bank. 

According to Saiman et al. (2017), there are a different in BR calculation 

between lslamic and conventional bank from the beginning. In Islamic house 

financing, the selling price has been determined at the beginning of the contract where 

the price will fix until the end of financing. The Islamic house financing customer bas 

been protected with the selling price even though the IBR fluctuating. This is different 

in coilventional housing loan, where they only declare the monthly instalment amount 

according to the prevailing rate. This been clarifying by the informant P4 as below: 

"The major different between Islamic bankand conventional bank is the selling 

price. Under Islamic house financing, the Islamic selling price has been 

determined and the customer will know how much they need to pay every 

month" (P4). 

In Islamic banking products, there must be a selling price to validate the sale 

especially for the transactions that involve atrading likes murabaha, tawarruq, istisna ' 



and bay' bithaman ajil. Selling price can be defining as the total calculation of all 

instalments the customer obligated to pay over the tenure of financing. In Islamic 

house financing, the customer was protected with the sellingprice that has been agreed 

upon the financing. According to Islamic bankers (2017), the Islamic bank cannot 

charge the customer more than it's selling price although there is a fluctuating in IBR. 

Anything charge more than selling price will be considering as usury which is totally 

not permissible in Islamic law. Unlike the conventional bank, the monthly instalments 

will be referring to the fluctuating base on the BR. 

Another method that been used to protect the Islamic house financing customer 

in pricing is via ceiling rate. This been applied in PI,  P2 and P3 below: 

"For conventional loan, the customer will be charge based on the Base Rate 

imposed by Bank Negara. The Base Rate can be fluctuating depends on the 

benchmark of cost of funds and Statutory Reserve Requirement. While for 

Islamicfinance, the rate will be charged based on Islamic Base Rate where the 

customer will be prolected by the ceiling rate. Its means that, although the 

Islamic Base Rate increase, /he customer won't be charge more than the 

ceiling rate" (Pl) 

"In conventional loan the customer will be charge based on the Base Rate and 

in Islamic finance they will charge based on Islamic Base Rate. Both ofthe 

rate were imposed by Bank Negara Malaysia. If we looking a1 the name it was 

quite similar but it's not similar at all The Base Rate can be fluctuating 

depends on the benchmarkof cost offunds andStatutory Reserve Requirement. 

It is also influence by the economic condition Like in 1997 or 1998, during the 

economic crisis, the Base Rate has increased until 17% The customer who 



using the conventional loan need to pay higher during this time. While for 

Islamicfinance, the rate will be charged based on Islamic Base Rate where the 

customer will be protected by the ceiling rate. Its means that, the customer 

won't be charged more than the ceiling rate although the Islamic Base Rate 

increase" (P2). 

"In Islamic bank, the Islamic Base Rate was made up by two parts which are 

benchmark Cost of Funds (COF) and the Statutory Reserve Requirement (SRR) 

cost which imposed by Bank Negara. The fluctuation ofIslamic Base Rate will 

be protected by the ceiling rate. Unlike conventional bank the Base Rate will 

fluctuate based on the global conditions and economic environment" (P3). 

In lslamic house financing, the Islamic bank can operate in two structure. It 

can be operating either through fixed rate or floating rate. As reported in Islamic 

Bankers (2017), the operation of fix rate structure is similar with the method use in 

selling price. If the bank wants to use floating rate structure, they will put up a ceiling 

rate for the purpose of 'aqad. Ceiling rate is the maximum rate that Shariah allows the 

Islamic bank to charge their customer. Thus, the ceiling rate will protect the lslamic 

house financing customer's especially during the high vitality of IBR. At this time, the 

ceiling rate will act as a protector to the customer during the uncertainty period. 

Beside the selling price and ceiling rate, Islamic bank also protect their Islamic 

house financing customers' by offering of Ibra' or also known as a rebate. The rebate 

was given to the customer who made an early settlement. Its' means that the customer 

made full payment before the end of financing tenure. The granting of Ibra' or rebate 

give an advantage to the customer in term of value of money. From the interview, the 

researcher found that all the five informants giving the same feedback which they are 



granting their customer with rebate for the early settlement case. The PI, P2, P3, P4 

and P5 said: 

"For Islamic bank there will no charge and we will give rebate to the customer 

for the early settlement" (PI). 

"lfthe customer wants to settle their financing before its maturity, we won't 

charge any early settlement fee but we will give them a rebate" p2). 

"There is no charge for early settlement case. We will grant Ibra' (rebate) to 

the customer subject to the Shariahprinciples" (P3). 

"There is no charge for early settlement case. We will give Ibra ' (discount) on 

the deferredprofit $the customer wants to make afull settlement and terminate 

thejinancing" (P4). 

"We ore giving Ibra' (rebate) on the deferredprofl if they want to settle the 

financing before its maturity" (P5). 

Shariah Advisory Council in their 32"* meeting dated 27 February 2003, has 

resolved that the grant of Ibra' (rebate) by Islamic bank to their customer who made 

an early settlement are depends on the decision made by the Islamic bank itself (Ramli 

et al., 20 14). Although the decision on granting a rebate or Ibra ' to the customer who 

made an early settlement was depends on the decision made by the Islamic bank itself, 

but it has been seen as one way to become a competitive Islamic bank. This is in line 

with the past research made by Wei et al. (2017) informed that, the main purpose of 

giving Ibra' is to protect the maslahah (public interest). Besides that, its' also help the 

Islamic financial product remains competitive. 



To sum up, house financing exposes the banking institutions either the Islamic 

banking or conventional banking to the uncertainty risk due to the instability of global 

economy and the increase in operational cost. House financing involve a long term 

commitment with a specific amount. The misconception about the pricing in Islamic 

house financing shows the lack of understanding and knowledge regarding the Islamic 

house financing operations among the society. The granting of rebate or Ibra' to the 

cnstomer that make an early settlement has protected and help the Islamic house 

financing cnstomer from the financial burden. 

4.3.3 Ownership Issue in Islamic House Financing 

Another issue that always being debates by the society is related to the 

ownership issue in house financing. The bank either the Islamic bank or conventional 

bank who act as the financier does not take any responsibility towards the loss or 

damage of the properties. Whenever the cnstomer enters into a debt-based financing, 

they are obligated to make the payment as per agreed in the contract. The customers 

as the borrower are entitle with the ownership of the amount borrowed and they are 

responsible with any loss or gain from the property. From the interview results, the 

informants understand that the customers are responsible towards the financing 

property as mentioned by P2 and P5 below: 

"In Islamicfinance there is an 'aqad (buying and selling) when the customer 

signs for the financing agreement. As a buyer you must have a responsibility 

on the thingyow buy" (P2). 

"Bank is the owner of the house or property until the customer complete the 

payment. We have the term and condition fhaf the customer is obligated on any 
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loss or damage of the house. Then the transfer of ownership will fully transfer 

to the czlstomer" (P5). 

The ownership issue that been questions in Islamic house financing is about 

the Islamic bank does not share any loss or damage from the financing. Its' become 

controversial issue when the Islamic bank who are the funds provider does not appear 

to bear any liability that would legitimize their profit. Its' happened when the customer 

borrow the money from the Islamic bank, the ownership of that same sum amount of 

money being transferred to the borrower where he or she was entitling to the benefits 

from its usage. Due to that, the borrower must be liable for any possibility like damage 

of default to the sum of money borrowed. The transfer of ownership is meet with the 

concept ofDaman al-Milikiyyah which is the transaction was compliance with Shariah 

but it doesn't have the spirit of Maqasid-al-Shariah. (Razak et al., 2017). This been 

cleared by the informants PI ,  P3 and P4 as below: 

"The iransfer of ownership made to the customer through the legal contract 

and it was done right a$er the financing approved" (PI). 

"Bank will act as a trustee and the customer as the owner. But the transfer of 

ownership only made after the customer has made fully settlement. The 

mechanism is like hire andpurchase where the bankis the owner of the house 

zrntil the customer made the full payment" (P3) 

"The operation of all banking industry either Islamic or conventional must 

meet the rules and requirementjked by Bank Negara Malaysia. I believe the 

process all same which the transfer of ownership will be done via legal 

contract after the customer made full settlement" (P41 



According to Razak et al. (2017), the concept of dhamanal-milkiyyuh can be 

understood via two legal maxims which are al-kharajbial-dhaman means benefits goes 

with liabilities and al-ghzrrmbial-ghunm means liabilities accompanies gain. These 

two legal maxims have been use as the guideline in Islamic banking transactions: 

justice and fairness to all contracting parties. The first legal maxim al-kharajbial- 

dhaman generally can be explained as the benefit ofthe property is the right ofthe one 

who indemnifies it if it is damaged. Its bring the meaning that, the Islamic bank as the 

lender who doesn't bears any liability, was not entitled for any gain as the ownership 

from the financing has been transferred to the borrower (customer). While, the second 

legal maxim, al-ghurmbial-ghunm can be understand as the owner of the property, the 

customer need to bear any loss and cost involved because they are eligible to enjoy 

any benefits that gain from the property. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that in Islamic house fmancing, the Islamic bank 

act as the funds provider are not eligible for any loss or damage from the financing as 

the customer cannot transfer their liabilities to the others parties. The customer has the 

ownership right towards the financing house which they are eligible to enjoy and gain 

profit from the usage of the house. It is important to understand that in Islam, the 

protection of property is not only limited to oue of the objective in Shariah, but also 

to promote and ensure the social benefits. 

4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter discussing about the fmdings of this study based on the data collection 

that gain through the interview with the informants. It can be siimmarized that, the 

innovation of Islamic house financing contract in Malaysia was in line with the 



international practices and it was acceptable worldwide. In addition, Islamic banking 

also ensures that every contract used in their house financing is in compliance with 

Shariah principle by referring to the Shariah Advisory Council and BNM. 

The pricing issue that surrounding Islamic house financing happened due to 

lack of understanding about the application and the operation of Islamic house 

financing itself. It was same going with the ownership issue. The customer feels like 

the Islamic hank are trying to avoid from any liabilities by actiug as the trustee where 

the practice is same as the conventional bank. The misconceptio~l and 

misunderstanding happened because the customer doesn't understand the concept that 

being applied in Islamic house financing which has led to the wrong interpretation. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter consist of the conclusion and recommendation from the researcher on the 

development of Islamic house financing. The researcher aims to explore on the current 

Islamic house financing contract applied by Islamic bank and to analysed the pricing 

and ownership issues that surrounding Islamic house financing. 

5.2 Summary of Findings 

The purpose of this study can be divided into several aspects. Firstly, the researcher 

would like to explore the current Islamic house financing contract applied by the 

Islamic bank, followed by the second objective, to analyse the pricing issue that 

haunting in Islamic house financing. Thirdly, the researcher would like to investigate 

the ownership issue that arise in Islamic house financing which has been debates by 

the society. 

To elaborate more on this topic, the researcher has used qualitative research 

method in this study. In-depth interview has been used as the data collection method 

and five informants has been selected by using the judgement sampling technique. The 

informants are among the expertise in Islamic banking industry. After completely done 

all the interview sessions, the data gather from the informants were used to analysed 

the findings. The researcher used content analysis through Creswell research design 

which involve five main steps. Started with reading and transcribing the data, labelling 

and categorised the code, continue with deciding the themes and lastly ending with the 



drawing of the conclusion. There are three research questions has been discussed by 

the researcher in the findings of this study. The researcher has interviewed five 

informants with a different position in five different Isla~nic bank. The researcher 

trying to explore on three major theme which answering the three research objective 

in this study. Its' including the current practice of Islamic house financing contract, 

pricing issue and ownership issue in Islamic house financing. 

In summary, the first theme has revealed that, Islamic house financing contract 

started with the implementation of BBA in 1983. But due to Shariah issue and 

criticism towards BBA contract, MM contract has been introduced to substitute the 

BBA contract. This is similar with the research done by Razak et ul. (201 1) regarding 

the consumers' perception towards Islanic house financing where the introduction of 

MM contract in Islamic house is mainly to surpass the main criticism of BBA. The 

innovation in Islamic banking industry has led to the development ofthe contract itself. 

The innovation and worldwide acceptance has encouraged Islamic bank in Malaysia 

to adopt tawarruq contract in their house financing. This is supported with the study 

conducted by Amin el al. (2018) on patronage factors of tuwarruq house financing in 

Malaysia where the introduction and implementation of tawarruq contract in house 

financing has given a new financing menus to the customer. 

The development of Islamic house financing was parallel with its conventional 

counterpart. The Islamic law and the n~ les  set by BNM has become the main guideline 

for the Islamic bank before they want to introduce any new Islamic financing products. 

The Islamic bank will make sure the selection of contract applied in their products and 

services must adhere with Shariah principle and acceptable worldwide. This is similar 

with the past research conducted by Ahmed (2014) on the development of Islamic 



banking product from the perspective of Shariah stated that, the selection of new 

Islamic financing contract must comply with the rules and regulations of the operation 

country. The Shariah Advisory Council and Shariah department in the organisation 

plays a main role to ensure the contract applied in the Islamic financing product fulfil 

the Shariah requirement. As a private business entity, Islamic bank in Malaysia aiming 

to become as one of the Islamic banking hub in this region. The selection of contract 

applied must not only limited for a local market but also acceptable in the international 

market. 

The rumours on the pricing issue in Islamic house financing has haunting the 

development of the Islamic bank and the products itself. Islamic house financing has 

been viewed as expensive compare with the conventional counterpart. Base on the 

finding, the researcher found that, there are misconception among the public towards 

the Islamic house hancing. The fluctuating of Islamic base rate is said to be as same 

as the conventional loan. The selling price and ceiling rate in Islamic house financing 

has protect the customer from the fluctuating of IBR. The welfare of customer under 

Islamic house financing being protected from the uncertainty risk derived from the 

global economic conditions. This is similar with the past study done by Wei et al. 

(2017) on a qualitative inquiry into Islamic house financing stated that, the pricing 

issue in Islamic house financing is not true and it has been resolved. The issue still 

being debates by the society because of they don't received sufficient reference and 

guidance about that issue. The pricing issue can be resolved by increasing the 

transparency on Islamic house financing product disclosure. The clear explanation on 

Islamic house financing can increase the customer awareness and confidence towards 

the product. 



Beside pricing issue, ownership issue in Islainic house financing has been 

questioning and discuss by the society. The had perception exists due to the 

misunderstanding toward the Islamic house financing. The bank act as a trustee and 

they not take any responsibilities towards the financing by transferring all the 

ownership risk to the customer. They are querying on the absent of profit and loss 

sharing element in Islamic house financing. Based on the finding, the researcher found 

that, the Islamic bank as the financer provider are not obligated to any ownership risk 

since the customer who are the debtor need to take a responsibility towards their 

liability. The permission of transferring the ownership risk to the customer stated in 

the two legal maxim which are al-kharajbial-dhaman and al-ghurmbial-ghunm as in 

past research conducted by Razak et al. (2017). 

5.3 Limitation of Study 

The limitation of study is important to be discuss in order to reduce difficulties for the 

future study. In order to completing this study, there are few limitations faced by the 

researcher. Due to the time constraint and high commitment of some informants, this 

study was limited in term of the number of informants involved. Besides that, the 

interview area was limited in state of Kedah due to the time constraint and cost 

involved. The lack of knowledge and information among some of the informants has 

become a major harrier to the researcher to obtain the reliable and comprehensive 

answer. 



5.4 Recommendations 

5.4.1 Recommendation to Islamic Banking Sector 

Referring to this study, there are few recommendations can be proposed by the 

researcher to the lslamic banking sector but the recommendation was limited from the 

finding of this study. 

Firstly, product knowledge is important in the development of any industry. 

Having a good product knowledge always become as an advantage points for every 

business fields. As a private sector that aiming to become as an Islamic banking and 

financing hub in this region, the Islamic bank should train the staff to have a good 

product knowledge. It's not only for the marketing and sales purpose, but to give a 

good and clear information to the customer about the real operation and concept that 

being used in each oftheir products. Islamic financing might be quite complicated for 

the non-Muslims to understand but it's not exceptional for the Muslims. Islamic 

finance is not only limited to non-riba or balal transaction, but the explanation about 

the beauty in Islam that rely in each ofthe products and services should be exposed to 

the society. 

Secondly, Islamic banking is responsible in giving out a clear picture and 

correcting any misunderstanding and bad perception towards lslamic financing. Road 

tour, talks, seminar, television or radio program, advertisement, social media and 

various channels of marketing can be used by the Islamic bank to explain about the 

beauty of Islamic banking and how the real Islamic banking operates. The 

misunderstanding among the society related towards Islamic banking must be cleared 

and the correct information must be informed to the society. 



Thirdly, continuous promotions on the current practice, products and services 

should be done by the Islamic bank to create an awareness among the society on the 

products and services available in the market. 

5.4.2 Recommendation for Future Studies 

For the benefits of future study, the researcher would like to recommend more study 

will be developed on this topic. This will help in producing more literature regarding 

the development of Islamic house financing especially in the current practice of 

Islamic house financing contract, the pricing and ownership issues that arise in Islamic 

house financing. 

Firstly, larger sample size is needed to provide a comprehensive result and to 

generate more robust outcome. This can be done by increasing the number of 

respondents or informants and the involvement of informants can be extended to the 

other states in Malaysia. 

Besides interviewing the expertise in the industry, Shariah scholars should be 

involved in future study to gain a knowledge regarding their Shariah point of view. 

Shariah scholars will help in giving out the clear picture about the Islamic law that is 

permissible in each transaction in Islamic finance and banking especially in house 

financing. 

The researcher has found that, the introduction of ncw product or services in 

Islamic finance and banking was done solely by the Shariah body in the respective 

bank located in headquarters without the involvement of branches. Interviewing the 

Shariah body will help the other researcher to get an information related to the factors 

that influence the introduction of new products and services in each Islamic bank. 
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Lastly, the involvement of BNM and SAC in the future study will help the 

other researcher to get a knowledge regarding the rules and requirement needed in 

Islamic finance and banking industry. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Housing is a basic necessity for human being and having a good house will lead to a 

better development of health, education and family expansion. House is the place of 

all of the occupants will stay connected, spending time and a place together under one 

roof. In order to have a good house, people need to engage with several commitments 

such as monthly payment and long tenure of financing. Due to those reasons, house 

financing has been one of the major financing applied by the society. In Malaysia, 

there are two types of financing; conventional housing loan and Islamic house 

financing. 

This study aiming to explore the development of Islamic house financing by 

looking at the current Islamic house financing contract applied by Islamic bank. The 

researcher tends to look on the movement and innovation of contract applied in Islamic 

house financing. Besides that, the researcher also would like to analyse the pricing and 

ownership issues that arise along with the development of Islamic house financing. 

As a guidance for this study, the researcher has developed three research 

questions and objectives to guide and assist the researcher on the purpose ofthis study. 

From this study, it call be summarized that, the innovation and development of Islamic 

house financing was in line with the development of their contract and products. The 

movement and development of Islamic house financing contract was paralleled with 

the development of Islamic house financing contract around the world. The application 



of contract in Islamic house financing in Malaysia was not only acceptable in the local 

market but also in international level. 

The misunderstanding and misconception among the society towards the 

pricing and ownership issues shouldn't be exist if the society received a clear 

information regarding the operation of Islamic house financing. The confusion that 

arise among the society about Islamic house financing can be resolved with a clear 

explanation on the real operations of Islamic house financing. At this points, Islamic 

bank should play the main roles to gnide and teach the society on the real operations 

of Islamic house financing to avoid any misunderstanding and misconception. 

The findings obtain from this study are hope can give some contribution on the 

development of lslamic house financing contract and a clear explanation about the 

pricing and ownerships issues. Besides that, this study hopefully can be one of the 

reference for others researcher who plan to explore more on the development of 

Islamic house financing. 
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APPENDIX C 

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 1 

Informants 1 

Date: 17 October 201 9 

Time: 3.00 pm 

The intewiew session was held at Hong Leong Islamic Bank located at Sultan Abdul 

Hamid Business Complex and its' taken about thirty-five minutes. 

NO. 

I ~ Islamic house financing at your bank? ofeying variety of Islamic property 

1 I 

1 financing where the financing scheme will I 

QUESTIONS 

1. 

help the customer to own a property likes 

ANSWERS 

1 house and shop lot. The financing comes / 

Can you tell me the background of 

with a combination oSJixed and variable 

At Hong Leong Islamic bank, we are 

rate and dzfferent features that will give a 

I I I choice andj7exibility to the customer. I 

I ~ practice of Islamic house financing / arrangement Its referring to the 1 
I ~ contract at your bank? Please clarify the purchasing an asset at deferred price and 

selling it to the thirdparty to obtain a cash. 

For example, under CM Flexi Property 

Financing-Iproduct, the mechanism is like 

this: 



3. What is the factors or elements that 

influence your bank to choose those 

types of contract? 

i. The bank will buy the commodity at 

facility amount on spot; 

ii. Ajier bank owns the commodity, 

bank will sell it to [he customer at 

Selling Price on deferredpayment. 

So as the owner of the commodity, 

the customer will bear all the cost 

for the physical delivery or 

possession; 

iii. As the owner, the customer will 

appoint the bank as an agent to sell 

the commodity; 

iv. Bank will sell the commodity to the 

thirdparty on spot basis at Faciliv 

Amount to obtain the cash; and 

v. Lastly, the bank disburses the 

proceeds (Facility Amountj of the 

customer's sale of the commodity. 

The types of contract were decided by the 

Board and management department a1 the 

headquarter and being advise by HLISB, 

Shariah Committee. I believe that the 

contract choose must meet the rules of 



How does your bank help their customer 

in Islamic house financing? 

As you know, there are sixteen Islamic 

bank operates in Malaysia. Do the types 

of coiltract offered by your bank will 

affect the customers' choice? 

As an Islamic bank, the activities must 

be compliance with Shariah or Islamic 

law. What is the Shariah issues facing 

by your bank regarding the Islamic 

house financing? 

As we know, Islamic finance always 

promotes justice, fairness and 

transparency in their operations. From 

your opinion does the contract offer to 

rhariahprinciple and fulfil all requirement 

yet up by Bank Negara Malaysia. 

We are offering aproduct based on Islamic 

base rate which the customer will be 

protected from higher rate by the ceiling 

Fate. Besides that, we also advise the 

customer to take Takaful coverage to 

vrotect customer from any unforeseen 

circumstances. 

From my opinion, no. This is because the 

customer will approach the bank to get 

6nancing based on Islamic financing. Mosl 

7f the customer don't know what ypes of 

contract that we applied until we explained 

ro them. 

1 don 't know 

Of course yes because IslamicJinance was 

transparent in all of the operation. 



he customer meet all the above criteria 

n term of ownership? 

low the ownership processes happened 

n Islamic house financing? 

loes any other charge for early 

iettlement case? Did your bank apply 

he concept of Ibra' (rebate) for the 

:arly settlement? 

What is the different between Islamic 

louse financing and conventional 

lousing loan in term of pricing? 

:rom customers' perspective, Islamic 

louse financing is expensive compare 

The transfer of ownership made to the 

customer through the legal contract and it 

was done right afier the financing 

approved. 

For Islamic bank there will no charge and 

we will give rebate to the customer for the 

early settlement 

For conventional loan, the customer will be 

charge based on the Base Rate imposed by 

Bank Negara. The Base Rate can be 

fluctuating depends on the benchmark of 

cosl of funds and Statutory Reserve 

Requirement. While for Islamic finance, 

the rate will be charged based on Islamic 

Base Rate where the customer will be 

protected by the ceiling rate. Its means 

that, although the Islamic Base Rate 

increase, the customer won't be charge 

more than the ceiling rate. 

No. As mention earlier, the customer won'f 

be charge more than the ceiling rate under 



with conventional loan. Did you agree 

with that statement? 

How your bank deal with default 

3ayment by customers? 

What is your bank strategy to promote 

[slarnic house financing? 

Islamic finance compare with conventional 

loan the base rate can fluctuate. 

We have several step ifwe face a default 

payment from the customer. We will try to 

discuss with the customer and trying to 

make a negotiation. Ifthe customer fails to 

fulfil their obligation, a legal action will 

take place. If the customer fail to make 

payment affer we sent out the reminder 

notice. 

We are offering a variety ofproducf to meet 

the customer need but its depend on the 

customer choice which product is suitable 

with them. Of course we have our 

marketing plan to attract customer's 

interest. 



INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 2 

Informants 2 

Date: 1 7Ih 0ctober 20 19 (Thursday) 

Time: 4.30 pm 

The interview session was held at Maybank Islamic Bank located at Alor Setar branch 

and its' taken about one hour. 

I I 

1. Can you tell me the background of Whenever the Islamic finance started in 

NO. 

Islamic house financing at your bank? Maybank, we started with Islamic ~vindows. 

I Its more than twenty-five years the 

QUESTIONS 

1 establishment @ Islamic banking in 

ANSWERS 

Maybank. We offered deposit products as 

well as financing. The Islamic finance 

induslry and products evolve and we 

expand until we form our ownfirlly Islamic 

banking entity which is under Maybank 

group. The operation of Maybank Islamic 

bank and Maybank were difSerent including 

the registration number, the accounting and 

I so on. Currently we have nine branches 

which is purely Islamic banking. 



Sari you please elaborate the current 

~ractice of Islamic house fmancing 

:ontract at your bank? Please clarify the 

ems .  

rhe evolution of Maybank Islamic in line 

pith the movement of theirproducts as well. 

Tspecially when we want to go abroad to 

breign level. The evolution ofproduct also 

nust meet the international requirement. 

;Ye started with Bay' Bithaman Ajtl but its' 

20 longer practice Then we move to 

Musharakah Mutanaqisah and the latest 

me is Commodity Murabahah or 

Tawarruq. Maybank Islamic does notprefer 

o use Musharakah Mutanaqisah was 

9ecause it was not applicable for the house 

cnder construction. We offer variety house 

'inancing like financing for completed or 

cnder construction house, reJinancing and 

7thers. Under the Commodity Murabahah 

Ir Tawarruq, the operation asper below: 

i. The bank will purchase a speciJic 

Shariah compliant commodity from 

a thirdparty based on request from 

the customer; 

ii. And the bank will sell it to the 

customer at Bank's Sales Price 

which including the profil margin 



What is the factors or elements that 

influence your bank to choose those 

ypes of contract? 

How does your bank help their customer 

in Islamic house financing? 

and it will be pay on deferred 

payment basis; 

iii. The customer will appoint the bank 

as an agent to sell the commodity to 

the thirdparty in order to obtain a 

cash at a price equivalent with the 

financing amount; and 

iv. Lastly, the bank will disburse the 

sale of commodity to the customer. 

Vefore we introduce any products to the 

narket, our Shariah council will study and 

nuke sure that the product that we ofered 

nust meet the shariah principles and fulfil 

'he Bank Negara Malaysia requirement. 

Waybank Islamic was not only limited in 

'ocal country, but we also expand our 

5usiness abroad. The contract that we 

zpplied must be the best practice and meet 

'he Muamalat standard. 

For Maybank Islamic, it was compulsory 

'br the s ta f  to promote our Islamic house 

%zancingprodz~ct to the customer. If there 

s no product under Islamic Jinancing or as 

7er customer request, then we willpromote 

'he conventional loan to the customer. Most 



As you know, there are sixteen Islamic 

bank operates in Malaysia Do the types 

of contract offered by your bank will 

affect the customers' choice? 

As an Islamic bank, the activities must 

be compliance with Shariah or Islamic 

law. What is the Shariah issues facing 

by your bank regarding the Islamic 

house financing? 

of the customer are aware on the benefits of 

Islamicfinancingproduct either Muslims or 

non-Muslims. The operation of Islamic 

house financing product was transparent 

and also protect the welfare of the 

customer. We also offered Takafil coverage 

to protect our customers fLom any 

circumstances such as damage by fire, in 

the event of death or total permanent 

disability. The most important is in Islamic 

house financing the product offered was 

based on Islamic Base Rate. The customer 

will be protected from higher rate by the 

ceiling rate 

From my opinion, I believe that mostly the 

Islamic bank in Malaysia will adopt the 

same contract Each of the contract that we 

purpose must get an approval from Bank 

Negara Malaysia. The types of contract 

wont effect the customer's choice. 

"No, as all new product introduce by our 

bank will be approved by Shariah council" 



As we know, Islamic finance always 

promotes justice, fairness and 

transparency in their operations. From 

your opinion does the contract offer to 

the customer meet all the above criteria 

in tenn of ownership? 

How the ownership processes happened 

in lslamic house financing? 

Does any other charge for early 

settlement case? Did your bank apply 

the concept of Ibra' (rebate) for the 

early settlement? 

What is the different between Islamic 

house financing and conventional 

housing loan in term of pricing? 

Of course yes because the beauty of Islam 

was practice in each of the product that we 

offered We explained clearly to the 

customer about the operations and 

contracts applied. 

In Islamicfinance there is an aqad (buying 

and selling) when the customer signs for the 

financing agreement. As a buyer you must 

have a responsibility on the thing you buy. 

If the customer wants to settle their 

financing before its maturity, we won't 

charge any early settlement fee but we will 

give them a rebate. 

In conventional loan the customer will be 

charge based on the Base Rate and in 

Islamic finance they will charge based on 

Islamic Base Rate. Both of the rate were 

imposed by Bank Negara Malaysia. If we 

looking at the name it was quite similar but 

i f 's  not similar at all. The Base Rate can be 

fluctuating depends on the benchmark of 

cost of funds and Statutory Reserve 

Requirement. It is also influence by the 

economic condition. Like in 1997 or 1998, 



:ram customers' perspective, Islarr: 

louse financing is expensive compa 

with conventional loan. Did you agr 

with that statement? 

<ow your bank deal with defa~ 

~ayment by customers? 

{uring the economic crisis, the Base Rai 

zas increased until 17%. The customer wh 

lsing the conventional loan need to pa 

ligher during this time. While for is lam^ 

inance, the rate will be charged based o 

klamic Base Rate where the customer wi 

1e protected by the ceiling rate. Its meaz 

hat, the customer won't be charged mor 

han the ceiling rate although the is lam^ 

?ase Rate increase. 

"m not agree at all. As I explained befor 

n Islamicfinancing the customer won't 6 

:harge higher than the ceiling rate. 

fienever the customer fails to filfil the. 

)bligations, we as a bank will send 

.eminder to the customer. The latepaymer 

:harge of 1% per annum will be charge t 

he cnstomer. But f the  customer still didn 

nuke a payment, the bank has a rights t 

ake the legal action. 



What is your bank strategy to promote 

slamic house financing? 

For Maybank Islamic, our target is to 

become as one oflslamicfinancing hub in 

Soulheast Asia. Our strategy is, we will 

always promote Islamic financing products 

to the customer whenever they approach us. 

Besides that we also did some marketing 

olan likes advertisement in social media, 

elecfronic media and others channels to 

c~ftracl czrstomeer 's interest. 



INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 3 

Informants 3 

Date: 1 sth 0ctober 2019 

Time: 9.30 am 

The interview session was held at Bank Muamalat Malaysia Berhad branch located at 

AIor Setar and its' taken about forty-five minutes. 

NO. 

Islamic house financing at your bank? each oftheproduct offering to the customer 

QUESTIONS 

Can you tell me the background of 

l and operations are meet the Shariah 

ANSWERS 

Since the establishment ofBank Muamala/, 

principle. Whatever products and facilities 

offered by the conventional bank, we also 

offer the same products and facilities but it 

was the Islamic products and services. 

For house financing product, we applied 

variety contracts. Its' started with Bay' 

Bithaman Ajil, Istisna : Qardhul Hassan 

and Tawarruq. The movement of contracts 

was in line with the requirement and 

.standard of Rank Negara M01ay.sia. Its' 

been applied not only by Bank Muamalat 

but for every Islamic bank in Malaysia. 



practice of Islamic house financing 

contract at your bank? Please clarify the 

tenns. 

Right now we are using the concept of 

Tawarrzrq contract and employs a hybrid of 

others Shariah contracts likes Murabahah, 

Wakalah and Wa'd Mulizim for house 

financing which it can Jinance the 

completed or under construction house. The 

operation started as below: 

i. The customer will apply for 

personalfinancingfiom the bank by 

enlering binding promise (Wa 'd 

Muzlim) with intention to buy a 

house by purchase the Shariah 

compliant commodityfiom the bank 

at BankS Selling Price; 

ii. Then, the bank will purchase the 

commodity from a supplier at 

Bank's Purchase Price and 

thereaper sell it to the czrstomer at 

Bank's Selling Price. The purchase 

and sell involve the Mzrrabahah 

contract and the customer needs to 

pay the bank at Bank's Selling Price 

on deferred basis; 

. . . 
ziz. The customer then will appoint the 

bank as an agent to sell the 



commodi@ to a thirdparp to obtain 

a cash. The cash will be use as 

provision of financing for 

customer;and 

iv. The contract of Tawarruq was 

applied to disbursement oj 

financing amount to the customer. 

3. What is the factors or elements that Every product that we offered to the 

influence your bank to choose those customer will be evaluate by the Shariah 

1 types of contract? board at our headquarters and it mustfulfil 

the Shariah Principle and Bank Negara 

requirement. With Tawarruq contract we 

can see that i t> more convenient and 

transparent. 

4. How does your hank help their customer We are helping our customer through the 

in Islamic house financing? transparency of Islamic finance. we 

compare with conventional bank, there is a 

hidden cost that the customer doesn't know. 

For example, penalty payment and charge 

for early settlement. 

Besides that, in Bank Muamalat we are not 

simply approve the customer financing 

application. The house developer must be 

under Bank Muamalat's panel. This is 

~ important to make sure that the house 



4s you know, there are sixteen Islami 

~ a n k  operates in Malaysia. Do the type 

3 f  contract offered by your bank wi 

3ffect the customers' choice? 

4s an Islamic bank, the activities mu: 

3e compliance with Shariah or Islami 

law. What is the Shariah issues facin 

~y your bank regarding the Islami 

louse financing? 

4 s  we know, Islamic finance alway 

promotes justice, fairness an 

transparency in their operations. Fror 

developer come from a competent ana 

establish company and to avoid the 

customerfiom involve in abundantproject. 

The customer also must take Takafui 

coverage. This is as the protection plan for 

the customer to cover if there are an) 

unfortunate circumstances happened. 

Normally the customer who approach the 

bank was looking for Islamic financing. 

Most of the doesn't know what kind oj 

contract available and applied by the bank. 

From my opinion the level of awareness 

among the customer is still low. Onb 

certain of customer are aware and ask 

about the contract. The type of contracl 

applied by the bank will not influence the 

customer's choice. 

No 

Of course yes because we always explainea 

to the customer about our Standara 

Operating Procedure and the contracr 



8. 

9. 

10. 

your opinion does the contract offer to 

the customer meet all the above criteria 

in term of ownership? 

How the ownership processes happened 

in Islamic house financing? 

Does any other charge for early 

settlement case? Did your bank apply 

the concept of Ibra' (rebate) for the 

early settlement? 

What is the different between Islamic 

house financing and conventional 

housing loan in term of pricing? 

applied. We also have our Shariah Advisory 

Body which will evaluate the risk, 

procedure and contract that we applied. We 

must put an ownership to the customer 

because we want them to have a sense of 

belonging. When we own something of 

course we will have a responsibility 

towards our belonging. 

Bank will act as a trustee and the customer 

as the owner. But the transfer of ownership 

only made after the customer has made filly 

settlement. The mechanism is like hire and 

purchase where the bank is the owner of the 

house until the customer made the jkll 

payment. 

There is no charge for early settlement case. 

We will grant Ibra ' (rebate) to the customer 

subject to the Shariah princbles. 

For Bank Muamalat or I believe others 

Islamic bank will apply the same concept 

because we are being monitoring by Bank 

Negara Malaysia. In Islamic bank, the 

Islamic Base Rate was made up by hvoparts 

which are benchmark Cost 0fFund.s (COF) 



and the Statutory Reserve Requirement 

(SRR) cost which imposed by BankNegara. 

The fluctuation ofIslamic Base Rate will be 

protected by the ceiling rate. Unlike 

conventional bank the Base Rate will 

fluctuate based on the global conditions and 

I economic environment. 
I I 

11. From customers' perspective, Islamic I'm not agree because in Islamicfinance, 

house financing is expensive compare the customer won 't be charge more than the 

with conventional loan. Did you agree ceiling rate like I have inform before. As an 

with that statement? Islamic bank we will always give the best to 

our customer. We will not burden the 

customer. We don't have any hidden cost 

unlike conventional loan. 

How your bank deal with default if the cmtomer fails to fulfil their 

payment by customers? obligations, we will charge Ta'wid 

(compensation) which equivalent with 1% 

per annum of the overdue instalment. We 

only take the legal action after the customer 

still fail to fulfil their obligation even 



13. What is your bank strategy to promote We will always do promotion to promote 

our ctrrrent promotion through social 

media, advertisement, and we also went to 

government andprivate office to attract the 

customer. 



INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 4 

Informants 4 

Date: 181h October 2019 

Time: 3.00 p.m 

The interview session with Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad officer was done at Alor Setar 

and the session taken about forty minutes. 

NO. QUESTIONS 

Can you tell me the background of 

Islamic house financing at your bank? 

ANSWERS 

As everybody knows, Bank Islam is the first 

Islamic bank establish in Malaysia. The 

main purposes of the establishment of Bank 

Islam is to cater the financing needs among 

the Muslims customer. But nowadays our 

customers were not only limited to the 

Muslims but also to the non-Muslims. Of 

course when we are open an Islamic bank, 

the products and services that we provided 

same as the others conventional banks likes 

deposits, properQfinancing and others. We 

offer Shariah compliant house jnancing 

started with Bay Bithman Ajil contract and 

now we are using Tawarruq contract 



practice of Islamic house financing 

contract at your bank? Please clarify the 

terms 

influence your bank to choose those 

1 types of contract? 

The Shariah concept that we are using now 

is Tawarruq which means the purchase of 

commodity on deferredpqment basis. The 

operation started as below: 

i. The customer will purchase a 

commodity from the bank at Bank's 

Sale Price on Murabahah basis. The 

purchase will be made by the bank 

as the Purchase Agent for the 

customer; 

ii. The customer will also appoint the 

bank as the Sale Agent where the 

bank need tosell the commodity to a 

commodity purchaser at cost price 

to obtain a cash for customers' 

financing used; and 

... 
111. The customer was obligated to pay 

the bank at the Bank Sales Price on 

deferred basis as per agreed term. 
I 

In determine the contract of the product 

ofered, main factor that take under the 

consideration is the contract that accepted 

worldwide which means that the contract 

notjust accept in Malaysia but also in other 

country. At Bank Islam we also have the 



How does your bank help their customer 

in Islamic house financing? 

4 s  you know, there are sixteen Islamic 

bank operates in Malaysia. Do the types 

sf  contract offered by your bank will 

affect the customers' choice? 

As an Islamic bank, the activities must 

be compliance with Shariah or Islamic 

law. What is the Shariah issues facing 

108 

Shariah board who will make sure the 

products or services that we want to offer 

must meet the Shariah compliant and fuljil 

the Bank Negara S requirement. 

The Bank's Sales Price that we offered for 

house financing facility was based on the 

Ceiling Profit Rate which is fixed 

throughout the tenure. With the fixed 

monthly repayment will help the customer 

to make an a@ustment on their monthly 

budget. The customer also need to have a 

Takaful coverage to protect them from bad 

circumstances. 

It can be considering that the lypes of 

contract offered by the Islamic bank might 

influence the customerk intention but 

mostly the customerpreference was to get a 

financing via Islamic bank which is the 

operation was halal and Shariah 

compliance. So their choice was not 

affectedby the contract but the Islamic bank 

itseK 

New appointed staff that may have lack of 

knowledge that leads to non Shariah 

compliance 



~y your bank regarding the Islamic 

louse financing? 

4s we know, Islamic finance always 

~romotes justice, fairness and 

tansparency in their operations. From 

(our opinion does the contract offer to 

he customer meet all the above criteria 

n term of ownership? 

Yow the ownership processes happened 

n Islamic house financing? 

Does any other charge for early 

jettlement case? Did your bank apply 

the concept of Ibra' (rebate) for the 

sarly settlement? 

What is the different between Islamic 

house financing and conventional 

housing loan in term of pricing? 

Yes. Islamic finance is unique where we 

transparent in all transaction involve. We 

did mention to the customer their obligation 

as the owner of the house and the risk 

involve. 

The operation of all banking induststry either 

Islamic or conventional must meet the rules 

and requirement fixed by Bank Negara 

Malaysia. I believe the process all same 

which the transfer of ownership will be 

done via legal contract after the customer 

made full settlement. 

There is no charge for early settlement case. 

We will give Ibra' (discount) on the 

deferredprofit f the  customer want to make 

a full settlement and terminate the 

financing. 

The major dzrerent between Islamic bank 

and conventional bank is the selling price. 

Under Islamic house financing, the Islamic 

selling price has been determined and the 



:rom customers' perspective, Islamic 

louse financing is expensive compare 

vith conventional loan. Did you agree 

vith that statement? 

{ow your bank deal with default 

jayment by customers? 

What is your bank strategy to promote 

:slamic house financing? 

:ustomer will know how much the)? need to 

Tay every month 

Vo, I'm not agree. As mentioned before the 

Zustomer was protected with Islamic Base 

Rate. 

We have our own SOP to handle the defauli 

gayment case. For late payment we will 

zharge Ta'wid (compensation) which is 

?qua1 to 1% per annum on overdue 

instalment until the customer made the 

oayment. If the clrstomer still didn't make 

anypayment, we will give out a notice to the 

customer asking to make an immediate 

payment. We also have a right to set-offany 

credit balance in customers account. The 

last option that we have is to take a legal 

action to the customer. 

Our strategy is to educate people the true 

beauty of Islamic house financing by doing 

more product briefing and media 

advertisement. 



INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS 5 

Informants 5 

Date: 25'h October 2019 

Time: 3.30 p.m 

The interview session with Bank Rakyat officer was done at Alor Setar and the session 

taken about thirty minutes. 

I 

1. Can you tell me the background of / Bank Rakyal started as cooperative bank 

I I Islamic house financing at your bank? aiming to become a leading in Islamic 

ANSWERS NO. 

cooperative bank in domestic and 

international level. If I 'm not mistaken for 

Islamic house financing, we started with 

QUESTIONS 

Bai 'Inah contract and now we apply house 

I I financing under Tawarruq contract. 
1 

2. Can you please elaborate the current I Currently, Bank Ralqvat use Tawarruq and 

I i practice of Islamic house financing based on Wa'd ipromise) from the 

back to the customer under 

Murabahah sale price on deferred 

payment basis. The sale price 

contract at your bank? Please clarify the 

terms. 

customer. The operation started as below: 

i. The bank will buy a commodityfiom 

the commodity trader and sell it 



What is the factors or elements that 

nfluence your bank to choose those 

ypes of contract? 

<ow does your bank help their customer 

n Islamic house financing? 

includes the cost of commodity and 

profit; 

ii. The customer will appoint the bank 

as an agent will sell the commodify 

to thirdparty to obtain cash; and 

iii. The payment receivedfrom the third 

party buyer will be deposited into 

payee's account. 

We have Shariah Advisory Council at the 

headquarters. The choose of contract will 

determined by them and of course it must 

meet the rules and requirement stated by 

Bank Negara Malaysia. I think the process 

and procedure are same for all Islamic 

bank. 

We help the customer through our Bank's 

Selling Price which derived from the 

Ceiling Profit Rate. It was fixed throughout 

the tenure. The customer will know their 

how much their allocation for their house 

financing. 

In order to protect the customer, they are 

required to subscribe for House Owner 

Takaful Coverage with any Takafui 
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